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The graduates of '78 are a very unique class. They 
have had their setbacks, but have always managed 
to come back fighting. One of the most spirited 
classes in years, the Class of '78 has shown undying 
spirit throughout the year. The week of the bonfire 
many seniors were pushing hard to make their last 
the best! Who can forget the dynamic victories over 
McAllen and Harlingen? Homecoming may have 
been a disappointment, but it did not reflect in the 
faces of the seniors. It was seniors who kept the 
faith, for they constructed a giant breakthrough for 
the following game against Mission. Seniors . have 
proven with their spirit that PSJA will always remain 
number 1 ! The Class of '78 can be proud of their 
accomplishments for they have provided enthusi-
asm and leadership needed to guide the underclass-
men. Yes, seniors at PSJA have fond memories that 
shall forever linger in the pages of their minds. 
Spearheading the mighty 
Senior Class in their vari -
ous endeavors are pres. 
Joey Hernandez, v.p. Rosa 
Salazar, sec. Georgy San-
chez, parl. Brenda Saldana 




























































a) High.spirited seniors, filled with enthusiasm, cheer the Mighty Bear team on to victory. b) Energetic seniors Letty and Abel lift the spirit of the school and spu
r the 














Chavez, San Juanita 
Clow, Julie 
Coffman, Howard 
At PSJA, you can often find 
electric1zed seniors fer-










De La Rosa, Corina 
De La Rosa, Lupe 
Deleon.Ana 








































Garcia, Jose L. 
Garcia, Jackie 
Garcia, Lucy 
Garcia, Maria Lilia 
























Attractive a) Judy, b) Jill, c) 
Sandra surround d) Roy as 

































Gathering wood, guarding the bonfire site, and watching 1t all go up in smoke was a new venture for the Senior Council. Some members above are, first row, Lorenzo 
Trujillo, Diana Ochoa, Olga Quezada, Ofella Ortiz, Sylvia Hernandez, San Juanita Aguinaga, Rafa Mendoza, Mandy Serna, Doreen DuPaul, David Handy, second row, 













































Marez, Juan Angel 
Martell, Terry 
Seniors flash zany socks on 
Sock Day. Even hairy-leg-






















































a) Seniors show P-R-1-D-E in their cars. b) Cricket is all smiles now 
that class is almost over. c) We came! We saw! We conquered. 
Perez, Etelv1no 
Perez, Jose A. 
Perez, Mary Jane 






























Rivera, Jose A. 
Rivera, Robert 
Robles, Sam 
a) Wood, b) mascots, c) ral• 
lies d) crazy socks, e) Bear• 
ettes-they all play a part. 








































a), b) Enthralled seniors 
always keep the faith! c) 
Bear stadium retires 
1948's light posts and 
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The aspiring underclassmen are the majority at 
PSJA. They represent the greater part of the myriad 
pattern in the colorful book of students. Each is a 
separate individual, but a separate and vital piece of 
the puzzle that makes PSJA. Underclassmen come 
in all shapes, sizes, figures, and colors. They are tall, 
short, ugly, gifted, skinny, beautiful, dark, intelli-
gent, fat, fair, talented, awkward, graceful and most 
of all, spirited. They are divergent, but united in their 
separate classes. 
Making up the underclassmen are the jubilant, 
jaunty juniors; the sprightly-spirited sophomores; 
and the frisky, frolicsome freshmen. The juniors are 
just a step away from the top and must set an exam-
ple. Sophomores are still maturing and growing in 
order to fit into the school pattern. Freshmen are 
adjusting to the hectic life of a responsible high 
school student. Together these three classes lay the 
foundation for the spirit and pride of the school; for 
they and their aspirations are the future of P-S-J-A!!! 
RACES 
ARE 
ABAD. JOSE RAUL-11 
ABREGO. REBECCA-9 




ADAME. GRACI ELA-1 0 
ADAME. JUAN DIEG0- 11 
ADAME, MARGARITA-9 
ADAME. NORMA L-10 
ADAME, ROSA-11 
ADAME. RUBEN - 11 















ALANIZ, OONNA- 9 
ALANIZ, ELIBERT0-10 
ALANIZ, JOSE-9 
ALANIZ, JUANA A.-10 



























































































































Officers are pres Anna 
Deleon. rep Victor 
Rodnguez, parl Estella 
Garcia, treas George 
Mariscal, vice-pres Elena 
Trevino. parl Ramiro 
Trevino. Not shown 1s sec. 
Roy Lucio. 
Junior Council includes, 
front, George Mariscal, 
Elena Trevino. Estella 
Garcia, Anna Deleon, 
Ramiro Trevino, Victor 
Rodriguez. middle, Lupita 
De u Rosa, Yvene Fowler. 
Mar,a Cantu, Irene 
Gonzalez. Sylvia Salinas, 
Rosanna Villarreal, Dora 
Alvarado, Helen Maserang, 
Leny Salazar. Rosa Ramos. 
Linda Salinas, back, 
sponsor, Mr Julian Cantu, 
Bren Hayes, Carlos Castro, 
Manuel Saldana , Pedro 
Gamboa, Roel Soto, Irene 
Jasso, Pany Villarreal, Olga 
Garcia. Mario Salinas, 
Hector Garcia. Eloy Bravo, 
Richard Mendez, Gilbert 







































































































CARTER, ROXANNE- 11 
CASTILLO. BELINDA- 9 
CASTILLO, EDITH - 9 
CASTILLO, DELIA- 5 
CASTILLO, GENARO- 1O 
CASTILLO. GUADALUPE- 9 
CASTILLO, GUDALIA- 1O 
CASTILLO, JAIME-9 




CASTILLO, MARIA G.-9 




CASTILLO, RICARD0- 11 
CASTILLO, SYLVIA- 11 
CASTILLO. TEODORA- 9 
CASTILLEJA. ISMAEL- 1O 
CASTILLEJA, MARIA- 11 







CASAS, MELINDA- 11 
CASAS.OLGA-9 
CASTRO,CARLOS-11 






















































CORONADO, SAN JUANITA-9 



































DE HOYOS. BALTAZAR-9 
DE HOYOS, ESPERANZA-11 
DE HOYOS, JAIME-10 
DE LA CERDA, NORMA- I 0 
DE LA FUENTE, DELIA-11 
DE LA FUENTE. IMELDA-9 
DE LA ROSA, ALEX-10 
DE LA ROSA. ANTONI0-10 
DE LA ROSA, FRANCISC0-9 
DE LA ROSA. IGNACI0-11 
DE LA ROSA, LETICIA- I 0 
DE LA ROSA, LUPITA-I I 
DE LA ROSA, MARY-11 
DE LA ROSA, OVIDI0-9 
DE LA ROSA, RAUL-9 
DE LA ROSA, ROGELI0-9 
DE LA ROSA, ROLAN00-9 



















DELEON, VERONICA- 10 
DELEON. VICTOR-9 
DELGADO. MARY- 9 
DELGADO, OLGA-11 
DE LOS RIOS. ARINDA-11 
DEL TORO, NOE- 9 
DE LUNA, SABAS-11 
DIAZ, ALEXANDER- I 0 
DIAZ, ANA-11 
DIAZ, DELIA-11 






































officers are pres. 
Gracie Maldo -
nado, sec. Dora 
Rodriguez, v1ce-




ESCOBEOO, LETICIA- 11 
ESCOBEOO, RENE - 10 
ESPARZA. NORMA- 9 
ESPARZA. PHILBERT0- 11 
ESPINOSA. ALMA- 11 
ESPINOZA. ANTONI0-9 
ESPINOZA. LETICIA- 9 
ESPINOZA. ROBERT - 10 
ESPINOZA. ROSIE - 10 
ESPINOZA. SANTIAG0- 11 
ESPINOZA, VICTOR - 9 
ESPIRICUETA, CINDl -10 
ESTRADA, ANSELM0- 11 
ESTRADA. BERTHA- 11 
ESTRADA, ERNEST0-9 
ESTRADA, IRENE- 9 
ESTRADA. ROSAUNDA-10 
FACUNOO. PEAFECT0- 11 
FARIAS. RUBY- 9 
FERRIES. STEVE-11 
FIERRO. CARMEN DEL- 9 
FLORES, AOOLF0- 10 
FLORES. ALMA- 11 
FLORES. BENJAMIN- 9 
FLORES. CARLOS- 10 
FLORES, CATHY-11 
FLORES. CYNOEE- 11 
FLORES, EDNA-11 
FLORES. EPIFANI0- 11 
FLORES. JOEL-9 
FLORES, JUAN J.-10 
FLORES, LINDA- 9 
FLORES, LUCY-9 
FLORES. MARI0- 9 
FLORES. MARY ANN- 9 
FLORES, MAXIM0- 9 
FLORES, NESTQq- 10 
FLORES. NELLY-9 
FLORES, NORMA-10 
FLORES, RAY -1 1 
FLORES, RAYMOND- 11 
FLORES, SANTIAG0- 10 
FLORES, VIRGINIA- 10 
FLORES, YOLANDA- 9 
FLORES. ZEKE- 10 
FONSECA, GILBERT - 10 
FONSECA, LUPITA- 9 
FOWLER. YVETTE- 11 
FUENTES. EDDIE-10 
FUENTES. FRANCISC0- 9 





GAGE. RUSSEL- 11 
GALINOO, JUAN- 11 
GALLAROO, JOEL- 10 
GALLAROO, ROSALINDA-9 
GALLEGOS, JACOB- 9 
GALLEGOS, JUANITA- 11 
GALLEGOS, NARCIS0- 10 
GALLEGOS. LETICIA- 11 
GALLEGOS. SAMUEL- 10 
GALVAN, BERTHA- 11 
GALVAN, GLOAIA- 11 
GALVAN, LETICIA- 11 
GALVAN, LUIS-10 
GALVAN. MELISSA- 10 
GALVAN, PEDA0- 10 
GAMBOA, PEDA0- 11 
GAMEZ. MARIA SHEILA- 10 
GARCIA, ABEL- 9 
GARCIA, ALBERT0- 9 
GARCIA, ALBERT0- 9 
GARCIA. ALD0- 11 
GARCIA. ALMA- 9 
GARCIA, ALONS0- 10 
GARCIA. AMBROSI0- 9 
GARCIA, ANDREW- 9 
GARCIA. CLARA- 9 
GARCIA, DAVID-9 
GARCIA, DAVID- 9 
GARCIA, DEBAA- 9 
GARCIA. DENNIS-11 
GARCIA. ENRIOUE- 9 




GARCIA. HECTOR- 9 
GARCIA. HECTOR- 11 
GARCIA, HUG0-10 
GARCIA. ISABEL- 11 
GARCIA, ISABEL- 10 
GARCIA, JESSIE-9 
GARCIA. JOSE- 10 
GARCIA. LAUAA- 11 
GARCIA, UNDA- 10 
GARCIA. LUIS-9 
GARCIA, MARCUS-9 
GARCIA. MARIA E.-11 
GARCIA. MARINA-9 
GARCIA. MERCEDES- 10 
GARCIA, MIRTA-9 
GARCIA, NOEL-9 
GARCIA, NOEMl - 10 
GARCIA, NORMA-10 
GARCIA. NORMA L.-10 



























































GARZA. NOH- 11 
GARZA, NOLAN00-9 
GARZA, NORMA-9 
GARZA. NORMA M -9 




GARZA. RAUL- 9 
GARZA. RICAR00-10 
GARZA. RICKY-9 
































































































GORENA, MELISSA- I I 



























































HAYES. BRETT-I I 
HENRI KSE ROBERT -9 
HENSLEY KAREN-9 
HENSON ALETTA-9 
HENSON. PAMELA- I I 
HERNANDEZ, ADOLFO- IQ 
HERNANDEZ, ALFREDO- I 0 
HERNANDEZ, ARMANDO- I I 
HERNANDEZ, BECKY-11 


















































HUMPHREY. RHONDA- 11 
HURTADO. ROSALINDA- 10 



































LEAL JOSE A.-11 











LEMEN, PATRICIA- 10 




LINN, RICKY- 10 
LISCANO. FRANK-9 
LISCANO, JAI ME-11 





































LOSOYA, JOSE LUIS-11 

























MANCIAS, DALIA- 11 
MANCIAS, DORA- 1 1 
MANCIAS, ELVIA-1 1 
MANCIAS, NORMA- 11 
MANN, DAVID-10 
MARAVILLA, GUADALUPE-9 
MAREZ, ADELA- 1 1 
MARISCAL, GEORGE- 11 
MARKHAM, ROBERT - 11 
MARTELL, MARTHA-11 
MARTINEZ, ALFRED0-9 
MARTINEZ, ALICIA- 11 
MARTINEZ, ANA B.-11 
MARTINEZ, ARNOLD0-10 
MARTINEZ. BENNY-9 




MARTI NEZ, DOLORES-10 
MARTINEZ. DOMINGO- 11 
MARTINEZ. FRANCES- 11 
MARTINEZ. GUADALUPE-9 










MARTINEZ, MARY LOU-10 
MARTINEZ. MELISSA-10 
MARTINEZ, MONCE-11 


















































































MONTEZ, ANA MARIA-9 














































OBST, DEBRA KAY-10 

















OROZCO, JOSE LUIS-10 
ORTIZ. CLARA-10 
ORTIZ, CYNDEE-11 
ORTIZ, DIANA- 10 
ORTIZ. EDITH-1 1 
ORTIZ, JAIME-9 










OSOANIA. LETICIA- 1 1 
OVIEDO, EOWARD-9 





PALACIOS, ARNOL00- 9 
PALACIOS. EDELMIR0-9 
PALACIOS. ERNEST0- 9 




























PENA, MARIA GLORIA-10 
PENA, MARYJANE-10 























PEREZ, JESUS. JR.-9 
PEREZ. JOSE- 11 
PEREZ, JOSE LUIS-9 







PINEDA, JESUS-9 65 
PINON, IMELDA-10 
PIZANO, ELISA-9 
PLATH, ROBERT- 11 
PLYLER. KEVIN - 10 
POLANCO, SOflA- 9 
PONCE, DEBBIE- 10 
PONCE.LEONEL-10 
POSZ. JOHN RAY- 10 
PRAOO. IRMA- 9 
PRICE. BEN - 9 
PUENTE. CARLOS-10 
PUENTE. HERMELINDA- 9 
PUENTE. MARI0- 10 
PUGA. ELVIA- 11 
QUEZADA. CEUA- 10 
QUEZADA. DIANA- 9 
QUICK, BECKY- 10 
QUICK. DEBBIE- 10 
QUICK, WARREN - 11 
QUILANTAN, NORMA-10 
QUINTANILLA. ALICIA- 10 
QUINTANILLA, CARLOS- 9 
QUINTANILLA. GUADALUPE-
10 
QUINTANILLA. JESUS- 9 
QUINTANILLA. JOSE R.-9 
QUINTANILLA. JUAN- 9 
QUINTANILLA, USA- 10 
QUINTANILLA. MARGARITA-
11 
QUINTANILLA. OSCAR- 11 
QUINTANILLA. SYLVIA- 9 
QUINTERO, BLANCA- 10 
QUINTERO, TIN0- 9 
QUIROGA, OORA - 9 
RAMIREZ. ANNA- 11 
RAMIREZ. CARLOS- 10 
RAMIREZ. DANNY- 10 
RAMIREZ. DAVID- 9 
RAMIREZ, EDDIE- 11 
RAMIREZ. EDWARD- 9 
RAMIREZ. EDWINA- 9 
RAMIREZ. ELIZABETH-1 1 
RAMIREZ. FERNAN00-10 
RAMIREZ. FLOR ESTELA- 11 
RAMIREZ. FREDDIE- 10 
RAMIREZ. GLENDY- 9 
RAMIREZ, ISMAEL-9 
RAMIREZ, JAVIER- 9 
RAMIREZ. JESSE- 11 
RAMIREZ, JOEL- 10 
RAMIREZ. JON OMAR- 9 
RAMIREZ. JOSIE- 9 
RAMIREZ, MARINA- 11 
RAMIREZ. MARI0- 9 
RAMIREZ. MARI0- 9 
RAMIREZ, MARY- 11 
RAMIREZ. NELDA- 11 
RAMIREZ, NOEMl - 11 
RAMIREZ. NOEMl - 11 
RAMIREZ, NQRMA- 10 
RAMIREZ. RENE- 11 
RAMIREZ. RICAR00- 9 
RAMIREZ, ROGELI0- 9 
RAMIREZ. ROGELI0- 10 
RAMIREZ. ROSEN00- 10 
RAMIREZ. RUBEN- 11 
RAMIREZ. RUDY- 10 
RAMIREZ. SANDRA-9 
RAMOS, ARTUR0- 9 
RAMOS, CARLOS- 11 
RAMOS. CEUA- 11 
RAMOS, CONNIE- 9 
RAMOS. CYNTHIA-10 
RAMOS. DIANA- 9 
RAMOS. ELIZABETH- 10 
RAMOS. ESTER - 9 
RAMOS. GEORGE-9 






RAMOS. NORMA- 10 
RAMOS, NORMA- 9 
RAMOS, OMAR - 9 
RAMOS. OSCAR- 11 
RAMOS. OSCAR - 10 
RAMOS. RAUL-11 
RAMOS, RAUL- 9 
RAMOS, RICKY- 9 
RAMOS, ROBERT -1 1 
RAMOS, ROSA- 11 
RAMOS, ROSIE- 9 
RAMOS. STANLEY- 9 
RANDALL, BOBBY-9 
RANGEL. EVER- 10 
RANGEL, LYDIA- 11 
























































RODRIGUEZ, ALBERT -9 
RODRIGUEZ. ALEX- 10 
RODRIGUEZ. ALICIA- 10 





RODRIGUEZ, ELISA- I I 






RODRIGUEZ, GABINO- I I 
RODRIGUEZ. GILBERT- I I 
RODRIGUEZ. GILBERT -9 
RODRIGUEZ, GLORIA-I I 









RODRIGUEZ, JOE- I I 
RODRIGUEZ. JOSE-10 
RODRIGUEZ, JOSE-I I 
RODRIGUEZ. JUAN-9 
RODRIGUEZ, MARGIE- I I 
RODRIGUEZ, MARIA-9 
RODRIGUEZ, MARIA-9 




RODRIGUEZ, OLGA LYDIA-9 
RODRIGUEZ. OSCAR-9 
RODRIGUEZ, PEDR0-9 





RODRIGUEZ, RICKY- I I 





RODRIGUEZ. RUBEN- I I 
RODRIGUEZ. RUBEN- I I 




RODRIGUEZ. SONIA- I I 
RODRIGUEZ. STEVE-10 
RODRIGUEZ. SUSIE-10 
RODRIGUEZ. SYLVIA- I I 
RODRIGUEZ, SYLVIA-I I 
RODRIGUEZ. SYLVIA-9 
RODRIGUEZ, VICTOR- 1 I 






ROMERO. FRANK- I I 
ROMERO. YVONNE- I I 
ROSAS, MELBA- I I 
ROSAS. REYMUND0-11 
ROSAS, ROLAND0-9 
ROSAS, TONY -9 










RUIZ, JUAN- I I 
RUIZ, JUANITA-I I 
RUIZ. JOSE-9 
RUIZ, JOSE LUIS-9 
RUIZ. JULI0-10 
RUIZ, YOLANDA-9 
RUNGE, ANDY- 11 
RUNGE, MICHAEL-9 
RUTLEOGE, DYANNE-10 
RUTLEDGE, RONNY-I 1 
RUTLEDGE, RUBEN- I I 
SAENZ, ARTUR0-9 
SAENZ,HECTOR-9 
SAENZ. HORACI0- 9 
SAENZ, JOE- 11 
SAENZ. RAUL- 9 
SAENZ, RUDY- 9 
SAENZ. SAN JUANITA- 9 
SALAS, ARNOLDO- 11 
SALAZAR, ALICE - 10 
SALAZAR, BERTHA- 10 
SALAZAR, ESTHER- 9 
SALAZAR. JOSE- 10 
SALAZAR. JOSE ANGEL- 10 
SALAZAR. LEONOR - 9 
SALAZAR, LETTY- 11 
SALAZAR, MARY- 1 1 
SALAZAR, MINERYA- 10 
SALAZAR. RENAT0- 9 
SALAZAR, RENE - 10 
SALAZAR, ROSIE- 1 1 
SALAZAR, RUDY- 10 
SALDANA, AGUSTIN - 11 
SALDANA. BELINDA- 10 
SALDANA, BLANCA- 10 
SALDANA. DANIEL- 9 
SALDANA. MANUEL- 11 
SALDANA. MARIA- 11 
SALINAS. BELINDA- 10 
SALINAS, DAYID-9 
SALINAS. DIANE-11 
SALINAS, OORA- 9 
SALINAS, EODIE- 9 
SALINAS. JAIME-10 
SALINAS, JESUS-10 
SALINAS, JDSE- 9 
SALINAS, LEONEL- 9 
SALINAS, LINDA- 11 
SALINAS, MARI CRUZ - 9 
SALINAS. MARI0-11 
SALINAS, MARY ANN-11 
SALINAS. ROBERT0- 9 






SANCHEZ, DANIEL- 11 
SANCHEZ, OORA- 9 
S.\NCHEZ. FELIX- 11 
SANCHEZ. GUADALUPE- 10 
SANCHEZ, HERMELINDA- 11 
SANCHEZ, HERMILA- 9 
SANCHEZ. HOMER0- 10 
SANCHEZ, HORACI0- 10 






SANCHEZ. MA ELENA-10 
SANCHEZ, MARICELA-10 























































SERNA, JOHN- 11 
SERNA, KATHY-11 



















































































TORRES, JAVIER- 11 
TORRES. JESSE-10 
TORRES, JOSE ANGEL-9 








TOVAR. JAVIER- 11 
TOVAR, MARIA-10 
TRAMMELL. KATHY-10 







TREVINO, HECTOR- 11 










TREVINO, RENE- 11 
TREVINO, RICKY- 10 







































































































































DE LA ROSA. AURORA-9 
DE LA CRUZ, MODEST0-11 




























LEIBOWITZ, BECKY- 11 
LOPEZ, ROSA-9 
LOZANO, CLARA-9 

























SALINAS, ROSA MARIA-11 
SANCHEZ, EMMA-11 
SANDOVAL, JAVIER-9 

















The Stills to be Remembered is divided into eight 
subsections: Stills to be Remembered, In a Flash, 
Memory Lens, Gotcha, In Focus, Zoom In, In the 
Camera's Eye and Candid Camera. The Stills to be 
Remembered section displays the photographer's 
ability to capture the essence of a beautiful moment. 
Memory Lens is filled with pictures of memorable 
events which stir up emotions. In a Flash exhibits the 
graceful, polished movements of an adroit athlete. 
In Gotcha the photographers have attempted to 
catch students off guard and unaware in their most 
unsuspecting instances. In Focus portrays scholars 
in a candid classroom atmosphere. Zoom In brings 
faces, characters and personalities close up. In the 
Camera's Eye draws attention to the extracurricular 
activities of students on campus. Candid Camera 
brings students out of the classroom and into the 
open air during breaks between classes. This whole 
section is a tribute to the camera's ability to produce 
pictures that will never fade from your memories. 
For a camera, time is endless and beautifully still. 
77 
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The administration and the faculty are the sculp-
tors of the youth which will forge the future. The 
administration touches the student body through 
the rules and regulations which they set down. The 
faculty maintains close contact with their scholars. 
Students enter school with a malleable character 
which is forged by the administration and faculty of 
the school. The result is that schools with discipline 
turn out well-disciplined students. 
a 
b 
a) Mr. Gus Guerra, superintendent of schools, has plenty to smile about. More and more varied programs 
and an end to the building program are putting PSJA in the spotlight. b) Mr. Ernesto Alvarado, former prin-
cipal at PSJA High School. has the assistant superintendentship duties. His varied experience is an asset 
to PSJA. 
9uperintendency 
roles carried out 
by Mr. Guerra 
and Mr. Alvarado 
Being a superintendent of schools 
is a monumental job entailing over-
seeing the whole district's operation. 
There are good times and rough times 
and the right man has to make the 
best during both. That man heading 
the Pharr-San Juan-Alamo School Sys-
tem is Mr. Gus Guerra. 
Assisting him in carrying out an effi -
cient school program is Mr. Ernesto 
Alvarado, assistant superintendent of 
schools. The dy_namic duo has teamed 
up to forge ahead and complete the 
building phase of the district. Garza-
Pena Elementary School opened its 
doors this year and next year will 
unveil Lyndon B. Johnson Junior 
High. Good-bye split sessions! 
With excellent and experienced 
leadership, PSJA will breathe new life 





Carrying out the construc-
tion phase for the school dis-
trict has taken up many a 
School Board meeting on a 
late Monday night. School 
members have served as the 
voice of the community in 
carrying out many other 
functions as well. The school 
district 1s indebted to these 
seven distinguished c1t1zens 
for their time, dedication 
and c1v1c duty. 
Mr Enrique Moya 
president 
vice-president 
Mr. Richard Gomez 
Mr. Hector Palacios 
Mr. Octav1ano Gonzalez 
Mr. Dan Ramirez 
assistant secretary treasurer 
secretary-treasurer 
Mr. Jose Gutierrez 
Ms. Sonia W1ll1ngham 
a 
Administration and faculty 
give unsellishly to students 
Administration and faculty at PSJA have proven time and 
time again that split sessions can be conquered! They have all 




a) Mr. Jack McKeever, principal at 
PSJA High School, gives 1nsp1rat1on 
to faculty and students to do their 
best. b) Manning paper-cluttered 
desks and busy phones are secre-
taries Mrs. Daisy Rico, Mrs. Thelma 
Mettlach, and Miss Carmeh Enri -
quez. c) Assisting Mr. McKeever are 
his able and dedicated staff of 
assistant principals. They are, front, 
Mr. Nieves Garza, back, Mr. Felipe 
Alanis, Mr. Leonel Barrera, Miss 
Hilda Garza and Mr. Charles Cam. 
d) Mrs . Ramona Mora is Mr . 
McKeever's right -hand secretary. 
95 
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a) Mr. Manuel Garza 1s v1s1t1ng 
teacher. b) Counseling duties are 
taken care of by, front, Mr Ramon 
Alvarez, back, Mr. J . A Badillo, 
Mrs . Lucy Alvarado, Miss Mary 
Garza, Mr Joe Garza, Miss D1aman-
t1na Herrera, Mrs. Mollie Thomas 
and Mr. Rey Zuniga. c) Mrs. Bertha 
Me11a and Mr. Ruben Lopez serve 
as career counselors. d) Mr. Jose 
Adan Farias 1s vocational supervi -
sor. e) Rachel Rodnguez 1s voca-
tional secretary. f) Mr. Leon Tyler 1s 
placement coordinator. g) Mr. Wes-
ley Van Maire serves as director of 







Mr. Armando Arcaute 
Mrs. Odilta Arredondo 
Mrs. Hilda Benavidez 
Mrs. Mildred Billings 
Mr. Lyman Bounous 
Mrs. Linda Calhoun 
Mrs. Barbara Campbell 
Mr. Charles M. Campbell 
Mrs. Hilda Cano 
Mrs. Deanna Castillo 
Mrs. Gracie Champion 
Mrs. Ana Villarreal 
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Mrs JoAnn Dotting 
Mrs . Terrie Doffing 
Mrs. Janet Doyle 
Miss Shirley Eberly 
Mrs Darlene Flores 
Mr Marcos Flores 
Mr. Roberto Flores 
Mr. Fausto Galvan 
Miss Hilda Garza 
Mr PatG1II 
Mr Ramon Gonzaba 
Mr. Juan Crosby 
Mr Martin Griffin 
Mrs. Carol Haldiman 
Mr. Francis Hallock 
Mrs Tina Hayes 
Mr Raul Hernandez 
Mrs. Carol Inks 
Mrs Betty Kelso 
Miss Susan LaPeer 
Mr Walter Ledbetter 
a) Who said counselors and 
adm1nistra tors don't have 
spirit' 
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Mrs. Filomena Leo 
Mrs. V1rg1nia Llnv1lle 
Ms. Josie Luna 
Mr. Bruno Martinez 
Miss Yolanda Martinez 
Mr. Rogelio Mata 
Mrs. Flora MacGonigle 
Mrs. Margie McCarthy 
a) Teacher aides are vital to 
any school. In front are 
Mrs . Oralia Rodriguez. 
Delia Castillo, Alicia 
Pruneda, Mrs. Terry Marti• 
nez, back, Mrs . Angie 
Garza, Mrs. Olivia Trevino, 




Mr. George MacGonigle 
Mr. Gregg Millett 
Mr. Rudy Molina 
Miss Carolyn Morriss 
a) Mrs . Nora Gonzalez, 
librarian, and Mrs. Gilma 
Franco, her assistant, 
assist teachers with library 
needs, as well as keep 1t in 
order. 
Mr. Charles Napps 
Mrs. Sylvia Navarro 
Mr. Samuel Nieto 
Mrs. Gloria Potter 
Mrs. Jane Ramos 
Mr. Luis Ramos 
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Mr. El1berto Reyna 
a) Mr Baldemar Cano, 
food service director, has 
proven to be a great help to 
many an organ1zat1on in 
their fund-raising efforts. 
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Mr. Jaime Reyna 
Mrs. Karen Reynolds 
Mr David Rivera 
Mrs. Rosie Ruiz 
Miss Rosa Sanchez 
Mrs. Shirley Saulsbury 
Mr. Juan Serna 
Mrs. Dons Shields 
Mrs. Mane Sleeth 
1 
a b 
Mr. Abel So 1s 
Mr Robert Soper 
Mr James Torhne 
Mrs. Esperanza Tovar 
Mr Lewis Weaver 
Mrs Chris Willingham 
Mrs Betty Winchester 
a) Faculty members stand 
up and cheer for the Bears' 
b) Responsible for making 
the food delicious at PSJA 





Awards, honors and recognition are the silver lin-
ing to the long four-year struggle through high 
school. Students who strive and push beyond aver-
age and towards excellence are the ones who are 
rewarded for their hard work. The PSJA administra-
tion and faculty award students for their outstanding 
achievement. A student with special abilities and 
skills in academics, music, journalism, math and 
other such activities can work towards an award in 
his specialized field. At PSJA there are many incen-
tives, but the desire to advance and achieve must 
come from the students concerned. The ambitious 
student will strive to conquer even the greatest 
impediments, for over the precipitous mountains 




Boys, Girls 9tate delegates 
learn about government 
Boys State and Girls State . . . offers students a chance to 
experience the manipulation and mechanics of a democratic 
government ... to understand the responsibilities of Ameri -
can citizenship ... to appreciate the privileges of being a citi -
zen of the United States of America ... to attend a mythical 
state at UT at Austin for boys and Texas Lutheran in Seguin for 
girls . .. 
Civitan 9tate honor 
goes to three students 
Civitan State is a citizenship seminar ... held at St. 
Edwards University in Austin .. . five exciting days from June 
5th to 10th . . . heard guest speakers . . . prominent busi -
nessmen . . . State Rep. Bob Clayton . . . open discussion 
among boys and girls gathered from all over Texas ... dis-
cussed social problems . . . there was never a dull mo-
ment ... 
a) Boys and Girls state delegates are, front, Hector Villarreal, Rose Salazar, Liz 
Thoma, Came Walker, Jose Luis Garcia, back, Humberto Castillo, Oscar Rodr i-
guez. b) Boys and Girls State alternates are, front, Jose Villescas, Mike Vas-
quez, Gilbert Trevino, back, Enc Lundquist, Peggy Morton, Mark Schlieper. c) 
C1vitan State delegates are Rachel Acosta, Terry Welty, Liz Thoma . 
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PBJA Bfudenfs of fhe Monfh aspire fo high collegiafe goals 
Nine students were chosen as Students of the Month by the faculty of PSJA. Selections were based on leadership, scholarship and 
community service. September's Student of the Month was Jean Klasmier. Jean plans to attend Texas A and Mand major in marine 
science. October brought Ruben Escobar as Student of the Month. Ruben plans to attend PAU and major in architecture. Eric Lund-
quist was chosen as November Student of the Month. Eric plans to attend UT and study engineering. The faculty selected Isidora 
Palomin as December's Student of the Month. Isidora will attend PAU in the fall and major in accounting. In January, Jill Doss was 
chosen as Student of the Month. Jill will enroll in Stephen F. Austin and major in accounting. February's Student of the Month was 
Sylvia Suarez. Sylvia will attend PAU and study special education. March had Brenda Goodwyn as Student of the Month. Brenda 
plans to attend PAU and become a math major. April's Student of the Month was Debra Chapman. Debra plans to attend Stephen F. 
Austin and major in general communications. May finally revealed Mike Vasquez as Student of the Month. Mike plans to attend UT 
and major in engineering. 
Jean Klasmier Ruben Escobar Eric Lundquist 
Isidora Palomin Jill Doss Sylvia Suarez 
Brenda Goodwyn Debra Chapman Mike Vasquez 
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Rotary Club chooses 
nine outsfanding couples 
The Four-Way Test is used as the basis for the selection of 
Rotary Couples ... Is it the truth? Will it build good will and 
better friendship? Will it be beneficial to all concerned? This 
Four-Way Test is applied to the nine couples chosen each 
month as Rotary Couples. The nine couples were as follows: 
Sylvia Suarez and Marcelino Medina for September .. . Debra 
Chapman and Uvaldo Bravo for October . .. Jill Doss and 
Oscar Rodriguez for November . . . Elizabeth Thoma and 
Dana Blevins for December ... Jeannie Klasmier and Jaime 
Salazar for January ... Carrie Walker and Juan Martinez for 
February . . . Nancy Orendain and Eric Lundquist for March 
. . . Brenda Goodwyn and Ruben Escobar for April . . . Isidora 





on this year's 
Who's Who 
Who's Who is an honor bestowed upon 
only a limited number of students. All 
recipients of this honor must maintain an 
88 overall average. They must also 
exhibit qualities of leadership, character 
and school and community involvement. 
The 29 honorees are as follows : Anna 
Alvarado, Dana Blevins, Uvalda Bravo, 
Debra Chapman, Julie Clow, Linda Cog-
geshall, Ruben Escobar, Olga Gonzalez, 
Brenda Goodwyn, Nancy Hayes, Jeannie 
Klasm1er, Kathleen Krueger, Mary Leal, 
Eric Lundquist, Marcelino Medina, Nancy 
Orendain, Isidora Palomin, Melissa Pur-
due, Olga Quezada, Brenda Saldana, 
Gracie Santillan, Sylvia Suarez, Carol 
Tarver, Elizabeth Thoma, Mike Vasquez, 
Jose Villescas, Sylvia Villarreal and Car-
rie Walker . These students merit the 
honor. 
Anna Alvarado . 
Choir three years . 
three years. 
Ruben Escobar ... Mu Alpha Theta two years ... Mu Alpha Theta Favor 
1te . NHS two years . NHS Favorite ... March Rotary Boy Octo-
ber Student of the Month 
NHS two years .. Concert 
Christian Youth Ranch 
Dana Blevins . Mu Alpha Theta two years 
December Rotary Boy . _ Track three years 
Key Club two vears 
Brenda Goodwyn ... Mu Alpha Theta two years ... NHS two years 
April Rotary Girl ... March Student of the Month . Tennis two years 
... UIL three years. 
Jeannie Klasmier . . . Honey Bear '76- '77, '77 '78 ... January Rotary Mary Leal .. FTA two years . ICT one year ... JETS one year . 
Girl ... NHS two years ... Mu Alpha Theta two years ... September Stu NHS senior year Student Council three years . UIL two years . 
dent of the Month ... Tennis one year ... UIL two years. 
Uvalda Bravo ... Basketball one year ... Mu 
Alpha Theta two years ... NHS one year ... 
November Rotary Boy. 
VICA one year VOE one year 
Debbie Chapman .. Drama two years Julie Clow. . Band three years . . UIL one year. 
October Rotary Girl . April Student of the 
Month . Tri -City Top Teens three years 
Miss Pharr 1978 
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Linda Coggeshall . . Pan American Club two 
years ... UIL one year ... Bike Club one year. 
Olga Gonzalez ... FTA one year ... Pan 
American Club one year ... Student Council 
one year ... VOE one year. 
Nancy Hayes ... Mu-Alpha Theta two years •.. 
NHS two years. 
Eric Lundquist ... Boys State ... Drama one year ... JETS three years Nancy Orendain ... Band three years ... UIL Solos and Ensembles ... 
. Mu Alpha Theta two years ... NHS two years ... March Rotary Boy Bear Memories two years ... Mu Alpha Theta two years ... NHS two 
... November Student of the Month .. . UIL three years. years .. . Quill and Scroll two years ... March Rotary Girl . .. UIL two 
years. 
Isidora Palomin .. Mu Alpha Theta two years .. . Music Club one year 
... NHS two years ... May Rotary Girl .. . December Student of the 
Month . . UIL two years . .. Spanish Club one year . . Music Club 
Favorite . . . NHS Favorite. 
Brenda Saldana . . Band three years . . . UIL Solos and Ensembles 
. . Music Club one year . Student Council one year . . Tri -City Top 
Teens two years .. . Senior Class . 
Kathleen Krueger ... Bearettes two years . 
Miss Bearette . . . Student Council two years . 
Science Club one year. 
Marcelino Medina . . football one year 
Mu Alpha Theta senior year . . NHS senior 
year ... September Rotary Boy .. . UIL one 
year. 
Mellss Purdue .•• Che rleading thre rs . 




Olga Quezada ... Bear Memories one year 
Mu Alpha Theta two years .. Quill and Scroll one 
year . . . Student Council two years . . . UIL one 
year 
Sherry Shuttlesworth . . Band three years 
UIL Solos and Ensembles ... Concert 
Choir . . NHS senior year 
Sylvia Suarez NHS senior year Office 
helper two years .. September Rotary Girl 
February Student of the Month . . VOE 
Gracie Santillan . .. Honey Bear '77-78 ... Bearettes two years . .. NHS Elizabeth Thoma ... Bear Memories two years .. . Girls State . . FTA 
two years ... Student Council two years ... Volleyball one year . . Sci- one year ... NHS senior year .. . Quill and Scroll one year . December 
ence Club two years. Rotary Girl . .. Student Council two years. 
Mike Vasquez . . Football one year ... Basketball two years ... Boys 
State JETS two years . Mu Alpha Theta two years . . NHS two 
years . May Rotary Boy . Student Council one year ... May Student 
of the Month ... Chess Club three years. 
Carrie Walker ... Bear's Tale two years . . Girls State ... Mu Alpha 
Theta two years ... Quill and Scroll two years ... February Rotary Girl 
... Tri-City Top Teens three years. 
Jose Villescas . . Boys State .. . Mu Alpha Theta 
two years ... NHS two years ... UIL three years. 
Carol Tarver ... Band three years ... Concert 
Choir two years . 
Sylvia Villarreal ... Basketball one year Bear 
Memories two years Mu Alpha Theta one year 







National Honor Society 
. . members must pro -
mote scholarship . . ren -
der service . . . develop 
leadership .. . and build 
character . . . host Honor 
Roll Tea for the student body 
senior members 
receive jackets as an award 
from the School Board . . . 
also pins, cords and tassels 
from the club ... sold val -o-
grams as money-raising pro-
ject . .. sponsors, Mrs. 
JoAnn Doffing, Mrs. Janet 
Doyle, Mr. E. J. Ballew . . . 
a) Two year NHS members are, 
front row, Peggy Morton, Gracie 
Santillan, Nancy Orendain, Isidora 
Palomin, back row, Jose Villescas, 
Nancy Hayes, Brenda Goodwyn, 
Ruben Escobar, Jeannie Klasmier, 
Eric Lundquist. b) Mrs. Doyle takes 
a rest after a long meeting. c) NHS 
officers are, pres. Nancy Orendain, 
parl. Isidora Palomin, treas. Jose 
Villescas, sec Jeannie Klasm1er, 
vice-pres . Ruben Escobar. d) Mr. 
Ballew . .. a thorough lecturer. e) 
One-year members are, front row, 
Sherry Shuttlesworth, Julia Alanis, 
Elena Trevino, Victor Gut ierrez, 
back row, Gilbert Rodriguez, Bur-
gess Cook, Laura Brewster, Mary 
Gleason, Alma Lopez, Richard Her-
nandez, Elizabeth Ramirez, Homer 
Villarreal , Irene Jasso, Ruben 
Rodriguez, Liz Thoma, Charlie 
Ramos . f) Isidora Palomin and 
Ruben Escobar are the club ' s 
Favorites. g) Mrs. JoAnn Doffing 
takes time out to smell the flowers. 













Mu Alpha Theta ... ma in 
purpose 1s to promote math -
ematics and recognize stu -
dents of high mathematical 
ab1l1ty .. . ,n,t iates new 
members at initiation party 
... held monthly meetings 
on Thursday nights . . . 
meetings are math-oriented 
. . . sponsor Annual Mathe-
matics Contest ... holds 
candy sales as fund-raising 
project .. . holds annual 
banquet at end of year to 
induct officers and award 
contest winners . .. spon -
sors, Mr. Pat Gill, Mrs. Shir-






a) Two-year members are, front row, Dana Blevins, Came Walker, Mana Neg-
rete, Olga Reyes, Nancy Hayes, Lilla Champion, Jeannie Klasm1er, Isidora 
Palomin, Manuel Escamilla, Juan Martinez, back row, Ruben Escobar, Uvalda 
Bravo, Brenda Goodwyn, Olga Quezada, Enc Lundquist, Joe Villescas, Nancy 
Orendain, Terry Welty. b) Ruben questions Fuzz1e·s hair-brained idea. c) Fuzz1e 
1s wondering why her hair-brained idea doesn't work. d) Ruben Escobar and 
Jeannie Klasm1er were chosen as Mu Alpha Theta Favorites e) One-year mem-
bers are, front, Jose Castillo, Hector Garcia, Noel Garza, Robert Duran, Laura 
Brewster, Jorge Jaime, Irene Jasso, Bill Schlieper, Joel Saldana, Homer Villar-
real, middle, Carlos Ramos, Eduardo Anaya, Perfecto Facundo, Nancy Hensen, 
Paul Ramos, Eleazar Trevino, Mike Culpepper, Eddie Ramirez, Kathleen Smith, 
Alfredo Arredondo, back, Beverly Taylor, Carlos Villarreal, Richard Hernandez, 
Juan Villescas, Julia Alanis, Rodney Beamsley, Sylvia Lozano, Ruben Rodn-
guez, Johnny Barboza, Marcelino Medina, Ramiro Gutierrez, Hope Navarro, 
Manna Castillo. I) Mu Alpha Theta officers are, top, treas Enc Lundquist, sec. 
Jeannie Klasm1er, pres. Olga Quezada, vice-pres. Mike Vasquez, bottom, spon-
sors Mrs. Shirley Saulsbury and Mr. Pat Gill. 
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Science Delfino Lorenzo 
Prose 
Elvira T11enna 
Nancy Orendain Sytv1a Lorenzo Rober, Gomez 
Diana Salinas Enc LundQu1st Jose Espinoza Diana Salinas 
Patnc1a Moran 0!10 Uhrbrock Edward Miner 




G1lberi Loera Hector Garcia Debate Lori Trevino Beverly Taylor Debbie Brooks Irma Escobar Coach Waller Ledbener Kevin Plyler Denise Skinner 
Impromptu Oet •no Lorenzo Chris Flores 
Coach Karen Reynolds Scon Myers Bren Hayes Florinda Flores 
Steve Ferries Marcelino Medina Joe Gossen Poetry Austin Schell Mike Vasquez David Noonan Elvira T 11enna Rudy Mari1nez Fernando Ramirez Viola Villegas Coach Bob Soper Roger Lara Cark>s Caceres 
Coach Karen Reynolds Karen Hensley Typing 





Maria egrete F resl,men Debote Corina Martinez 
Cark>s Caceres Edna Melendez San Juanita Chavez 
Debra Clemens Coach Glor,a Poner Sandra Guzman Frank Hetrick 
Johnny Barboza Rose Garcia 
Gu1llerm1na Gonzalez 
~nd Mirta Garcia 
Coach Karen Reynolds Aus Ion Schell Londa Coggeshall Alfred Martinez 
Ruben Rodnguez Debra Chapman Jon Thompson 
PenwtSive •nd Informative $puking J P Trl!v1no Linda Cabrera Diana Acosta Roy Lucio 
Tino Gomez Isidora Palormn 
Christ, Thrall 
Ruben Adame Coach Guadalupe Rodnguez Edward Miner Scon Myers Coach Carol Haldiman 
Janis Cron 
Corina Martinez Numbef'Sense Nancy Walker 
Oscar Rodnguez 
Original Oration Hope Navarro Debra Clemens Patricia Moran Kyte Newcombe Brenda Goodwyn Ruben Rodnguez Karl!n Hensley RoberiGomez Joe Villescas Joe Losoya 
Londa Schultz Manuel Escamilla Beverly Taylor 
Mark Patano Slide Rule 
Kenny Kiefer Raul Soto Jr Coach Lucille Fra,m Coach Maroa C,d Beve,ly Taylor Rober, Sanchez 
Roy Trevino Joe Perez Journalism Solo Act ing 
Maritza Adame Por11r10 Navarro Carr,e Walker Paul Cantu 
Elsa Escobar Tino Gomez Juan Martinez 
Melissa Garza Javier Morales Diana Montoya 
Coach Walter Ledbener Ins Gonzalez R,cardo Villarreal Ana Gonzalez 
Hermila Sanchez David Noonan Mano Salinas Duet Acting Gene Nunn Hugo Zarate 
Edward Miner Manuel Escamilla Coach Carolyn Morriss Oscar Rodnguez 
Coach Walter Ledbener 
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Ull true competitive spirit 
evident in PWA teams 
University Interscholastic League is divided into literary, 
speaking, math and science events ... its purpose is to enrich 
and improve such skills as speaking . . . mathematical ability 
... writing ... scientific ability ... impromptu and improvi-
sational speaking and acting . . . develop thespian abilities 
. . . and bring out personalities ... activities include practice 
meets all year . .. McAllen . . . Harlingen ... Edinburg ... 
San Antonio . . . San Isidro . . . PSJA held practice meet on 
Feb. 4 ... District Meet held Apr. 7-8 . . . UIL director, hard-
working Mrs. Janet Doyle ... 
a) Miss Hilda Garza gives her time and talents to eager UIL students. b) Mrs. 
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The typical PSJA student may Join a variety of clubs on cam-
pus. For clubs reflect the diversified interests and concerns of 
the people at PSJA. Clubs provide many opportunities but do 
the greatest service to the student body. For clubs offer a 
chance for everyone to become involved. Societies, clubs and 
organizations heighten and brighten the picture of PSJA. Extra-
curricular activities channel the overflowing energy of active 
students into worthwhile proJects which benefit both school 
and community. Clubs are the foundation of school pride and 
honor for they promote these vital qualities. So carry on FTA, 
FFA, FHA, Leo Club, Band, Bearettes, Student Council, Bear 




9tudent Council stirs spirit 
through thick and thin 
Student Council . . . purpose is to promote school spirit . 
help the community ... involve students in activities . 
raise money for the school . . . activities . . . Easter Seals . 
bucket brigades ... talent show ... blood drive . .. faculty-
student basketball game . .. sponsors, Mr. Ramiro Castillo, 
and Mrs. Deanna Castillo .. . 
a) Officers for Student Council are, front, rep. Edna Flores, vice-pres. Laura 
Brewster, pres. Mary Mata, parl. Letty Garza, back, treas . Delfino Lorenzo, sec. 
Anna Deleon. b) Cut1e Mr. Castillo was once again the Student Council spon• 
sor. c) Mrs. Castillo 1s also a Student Council sponsor. d) Mayor A. C. Jaime 




a) Leading the Student Council are, 
front, Rene Benitez , Terry Welty, 
Delfino Lorenzo, middle, Noe Marti -
nez, Mary Mata, Liz Thoma, Anna 
Deleon, Laura Brewster, Edna 
Flores, sponsor Mr Ramiro Castillo, 
back, Letty Garza, Cindy Vecchio, 
Becky Le1bow1tz, Diana Montoya, 
and the bird who 1s perched on the 
tree 1s none other than Irene Vas-
quez b) Members listen attentively 
at meetings. c) Council members 





d) Council members include, front, 
Brett Hayes, Noe Martinez, Patty 
Pruneda, Rene Benitez, Laura S1vy, 
Ins Gonzalez, Rosa Garcia, Roy 
Trevino, Man Alonzo, Linda Schultz, 
Diana Acosta, Bobby Camilo, David 
Martinez, Richard Mendez, Letty 
Acosta, Homer Villarreal, Anna 
Deleon, Mary Mata, middle Alex 
Diaz, Norma Ramos, Olga Casas, 
Diana Montoya, Georgie Sanchez, 
Hector Villarreal, Olga Quesada, 
Gary Garza, Joey Hernandez, Laura 
Brewster, Ruben Rodriguez, Hope 
Navarro, Janis Cron, Gracie 
Maldonado, Let, Acosta. Sylvia 
Aleman, Imelda Gonzalez, Leticia 
Hernandez, Evelyn Romero, back, 
Terri Maserang, Lili Champion, 
Juanita Garcia, Terry Welty, Linda 
Gonzalez, David Garcia, Irene 
Vasquez, Cindy Vecchio, Juan C 
Martinez, Becky Le1bow1tz, Ramiro 
Trevino, Victor Camilo, Fernando 
Lopez, Maribel Lopez, Mary Cantu, 
Eladio Villarreal, Albert Morales, 
Rudy Salazar, Victor Rodnguez. (e) 
Popularity polls showed Letty Garza 
and Rene Benitez as Council 
Favorites . (f) Hmm, I wonder what 







Baff/in' Bear Band produces spectacular half-time shows 
e 
The PSJA Varsity Band performs complex and intricate drills 
at all football games ... entered competition in annual Pigs-
kin Jubilee ... were awarded a superior rating ... enter-
tained students with fine music at winter concert ... helped 
San Juan celebrate anniversary by participating in parade 
... awarded outstanding Band in Mission Citrus Fiesta Parade 
. . . perform at McAllen Spring Festival . . . gave top perform-
ance at UIL contest ... took trip to Six Flags . . . sold assort-
ment of items to finance trip .. . placed more students in All -
Valley Band than any other Valley Band . . . 
C 
a) This year's Symphonic Band A members devoted lots of hard work and 
placed the most members in the All -Valley and All -State Bands. b) This year's 
officers for the Mighty Bear Band are, front, Johnny Barboza, Band A photog-
rapher; Kathy Trammell, A lib.; Rhonda Humphrey, A treas.; Diana Gonzalez, A 
sec.; Liz Ordaz, A lib.; Jaime Serna, A vice-pres.; middle, Art Reyna, A lib.; 
Wilma Johnson, A pres.; Jose Luis Garcia, drum ma1or; Frank Rosales, A chap.; 
Thomas Reyes, A rep.; back, Donna Cornelius, Band 8 chap. ; Terry Welty, 8 
rep; Brenda Saldana, 8 sec .; Gary Garza, 8 treas .; Dana Griffin, 8 lib .; and 
Mano Trevino, vice-pres. c) Leading the front hne for the Bear Band are, front, 
Anna Romans; middle, Evelyn Romero; back, Monica Sandova l, Tricia Lynn, 
Perla Camarillo, Yvonne Romero, Sharon Cornelius and Belinda Vela . d) Oscar 
Rodnguez took Band Beau honors. e) Wilma Johnson was surprised as Band 
Sweetheart. f) Heading the big band is drum ma jor Jose Lu is Garcia . g) This 
year's 8 Band 1s encouraged by Mr. Jimmie Swafford, d irector. h) Band direc-
tors for the Mighty Bear Band are Mr. David Akin, Mr. Paul Denman, Mr. Steve 
Sulak, Mr. Jimmie Swafford, Mr. N. 8 . Woolsey, Mr. Charles Coward, Mr. Don-





Freshman Band practices 
for the really big time 
PSJA Freshman Band ... performs at freshman football 
games, pep rallies, concerts ... April UIL contests, events 




Jass Ensemble generates 
razz-jazz-ma-fazz sound 
Jazz Ensemble .. . promotes understanding and perform-
ance of American jazz music ... performed at Miss San Juan 
Pageant . . . San Juan Community Center ... placed first at 
Texas A&I Jazz Band Contest .. . plays at various concerts, 
performances ... director, Mr. N. B. Woolsey. 
a) All -Valley members from PSJA are, front, Liz Ordaz, Diana Gonzalez, Bea-
trice Paz. Belinda Vela, Linda Garcia, Wilma Johnson, Tricia Lemen, Jaime 
Chapa, middle, Sammy Martinez, Albert Morales, Joe Trevino, Jaime Serna, 
Doel Anders, Victor Gutierrez, Ruben Rodriguez, Karen Hallock, Rhonda Hum-
phrey, back, Willie Perez, Oscar Rodnguez, Bobby Low, Austin Schell, Johnny 
Barboza, Art Reyna, Joe Pacheco, Scott Myers, George Mariscal, Thomas 
Reyes, Ruben Adame and Danny Hoelscher. b) Area members are, front, Linda 
Garcia , Rhonda Humphrey, Sammy Martinez, Ja ime Chapa, Joe Trevino, 
Jaime Serna, back, Victor Gutierrez, Johnny Barboza, Scott Myers, Art Reyna, 
Oscar Rodnguez, Thomas Reyes and Danny Hoelscher. c) All State honorees 
are Sammy Martinez, George Trevino, Jaime Serna and Scott Myers. d) Fresh-
man Band is under the direction of Mr. Paul Denman. e) Stage Band 1s directed 
by Mr. N. 8 . Woolsey. f) Diana 1s puckering up the old pucker . g) Freshman 
Band ott1cers are, front, Melinda Morales, middle, Susie Gonzalez, Leslie 
Lemen, Minnie Lazo, back, pres. Mano Garza, vice-pres. Linda Schultz, sec. 
Elsa Escobar, rep. Dora Rodnguez, chap. Hector Barrera. h) Just another 




a) Bearette drill team members are front, Pam McHale, Carol Suarez, Dina Bar-
rera, Man Rocha, Glenda Gutierrez, Judy Ochoa, Edna Hernandez, Norma 
Salazar, Roxana Garza, Lisa Garza, middle, Kathy Sargeant, Manna Ramirez, 
Gilda Garza, Lolly Trevino, Marynel Trevino, Yolanda Cantu, Diana Rutledge, 
Melissa Gorena, Karen Stiers, Vicky Obst, back, Shelly Cuellar, Melinda Leal, 
Elma Casas, Gu1lle Gonzalez, Norma Suarez, Gracie Garza, Natalia Deleon, 
Ana TiJenna, Mary Ramirez, Kathy Whitlock and Rachel Acosta . b) Officers are 
2nd It . Kathy Krueger, 1st It . Dianne Mettlach, 3rd It. Laura Brewster, 3rd capt. 
Gracie Santillan, 1st capt. Rocky Carter, 2nd capt. Selma Salinas and maJ. San-
dra Pecina. c) Mrs. Sylvia Navarro, sponsor, keeps her girls in line. d) Anxious 
Mary Ramirez says a little prayer for the Bears. e) Mannet Trevino and Priscilla 
Clemens take time to practice their " Rocky" routine. f) Bearette Council 
includes, top to bottom first row, Carol Suarez, Kathy Whitlock, Pam McHale, 
Dina Barrera, Norma Salazar, Manna Ramirez, second row, Maricela Rocha, 








ously perform precis ion 
drills and dance routines to 
perfection . . . attend sum-
mer drill team camp ... 
entertain crowds during 
halftime at all football 
games ... treat the football 
players after workouts . . . 
have poster parties during 
football season . . . a~tivi -
ties . . . sold glasses . . . 
sold ribbons . . . sponsored 
annual Bearette Variety 
Show ... sold Bear caps 
and Bear scarves ... spon-
sor, Mrs. Sylvia Navarro . . . 
135 
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a) Mr and Miss Bearette honors 
went to John Carter and Kathy 
Krueger. b) Bearette girls march. c) 
Glenda isn ' t nervous d) Senior 
Bearettes displaying their Jackets 
are, standing, Gracie Santillan , 
Glenda Gutierrez, Roxanna Garza, 
Judy Ochoa, Pamela McHale, Mar-
icela Rocha, Norma Salazar, Lisa 
Garza, s1tt1ng, Edna Hernandez, 
Dina Barrera, Carol Suarez, Sandra 
Pecina, Kathy Krueger and Selma 
Salinas. e) What curves' f) Yes, San-
dra, it's a bird . g) Bearettes add 
touch of class to basketball . h) 
Melinda wholeheartedly supports 





Cheerleaders rate tops 
as U of H grand champs 
Varsity Cheerleaders .. . won Grand Champs at University 
of Houston U.C.A. summer camp . .. won Amigoland Mall 
Spirit contest . . . Decorated the city during Football season 
. . . Poster Parties . . . Promoted School Spirit during Bonfire 
activities .. . activities . . . made Football, Basketball, Base-
ball, and Track favors ... provided players with refreshments 
after hard workouts . . . held October Halloween Soc-Hop . . . 
Spring Cheerleading Clinic .. . sponsor .. . Mrs. Norma 
Cardenas. 
a) Ricky Cantu (FOX) 1s Basketball Cheerleading " Beau". b) Ruth Rodriguez 
shows her " Bionic Skills". c) Gloria Aleman cheers on for the Bears. d) Susie 
Penman leads the crowd in a cheer. e) Melissa Purdue heads the Varsity 
Squad. f)g)h)i) What goes up must come down. j) Cheerleaders from all over 









a) Mrs Cardenas and the Bear; 
what a cute couple! b) Uh, Cindy 
.. Cheering 1s why you need Soft 
& Ort . c) Juan C. Martinez and Irene 
Vasquez had what 1t takes to 
become Mr. and Miss Spirit. d) Hey, 
Becky, what nice legs you have! e) 
Laura taking a break, again? f) 
Smile, Yvonne, you can't be that 
tired. g) Philip Oxford and Jimmy 











a) J V Cheerleader ar 
Brown and Cindy E pine 






ers ... promote school 
spirit ... cheer at pep ral-
lies ... football games ... 
cheer at basketball, baseball 
games ... activities .. . 
held Oct. sock-hop .. . 
attended cheerleading clinic 









.. attend PAU summer 
camp . .. cheer at pep ral -
lies . . . back the Bears at 
Varsity Football games . . . 
promote spirit at Freshmen 
Football games .. . basket-
ba II games .. . sponsor 
sock -hop ... clinic 




a) Cecilla cheers on for the Bears b) 
Worried Aleida ant1c1pates a touch-
down . c) Joanna, you ' re enough to 
ltght up a Bear's life . d) Pretty Fresh-
men cheerleaders are, top to bottom, 
Sandra Vecchio, Aleida Palomo, Della 
Perez, Cecilia Sanchez, Joanna Lil -
lard and Sandra Ramirez. e) Cheer up 
Della, he wasn't that good looking 
anyway. f) " Your Kidding" says San-
dra "We ' re not doing the pyramid 








spark dyn-o-mite sound 
Mini-Osoettes ... little girls with lots of punch ... cheer 
for Bears with all their might ... yell out, "We're going to win 
this game tonight!" ... their loud sound boost the mighty 
Bears to big victories ... these gals support the Bears all the 
way . .. 
M1n1-0soettes cheering for the Mighty Bears are, first row, Kathleen Garza, 
Laura Villarreal, Diana Liza Soliz, Anna Ramirez, second row, Thelma Alvarado, 
Rachel Garcia, Belinda Guardiola, third row, Liza Diaz, Melissa Palacios, Mic-
helle Cantu, Margie Lucio, fourth row, Melinda Ramirez, Letty Serna, Elvia Pal-




Osoeffes remain faith£ ul 
to athletes of all sports 
Osoettes ... have endless vim and vigor ... promote spirit 
.. help lead cheers at pep rallies ... form victory line during 
football games . . . cheer at basketball games, baseball games 
... treat athletes ... held chicken barbecue ... sold mega-
phones, buttons, decals . . . sponsors: Mrs. Bertha Mejia, Miss 
Susan LaPeer, Miss Hilda Garza, Miss Mary 
Garza . .. 
a) Joel Salinas, above, and Terry Deluna, below, were named as Osoette 
Sweetheart and Favorite respectively. b) Alma and the Osoettes shout, clap and 
stomp for the Bears. c)d) Sponsoring the faithful Osoettes are Miss Hilda Garza 




a) Osoettes show their roaring spirit! b) Osoettes rootrn' for countless athletes are, first row, Terry Luna, Imelda Garcia, 
Gracie Garza, Alma Lopez, Manna Castillo, Becky Hernandez, second row, letty Hernandez, Mary Jane Perez, Ehzabeth 
Ramirez, Irene Gonzalez, Terry Contreras, Margie Mendoza, Rosa Garcia, Yolanda Garza, Melba Rosas, Diana Vargas, 
Melly Enriquez, third row, Liz Ramirez, Ehsa Rivas, Maricela Garza, Martha Alonzo, Noemi Ramirez, Anna Diaz, Anna Lisa 
Alvarez, H rm lrnda Garza, Luisa Tellez. c) Mrs. Bertha Me)la 1s in her second year of sponsoring Osoettes. d) Irma cheers 





Annual staff bids farewell 
to Mrs. Margie McCarthy 
Bear Memories bids a sad and final farewell to a beautiful 
person who cared enough to be sponsor for six grueling years 
... Mrs. Margie McCarthy ... staff produces fantastic year-
book for the student body . . . honors hard working members 
with membership in Quill and Scroll, an honorary society for 
journalists . . . held money raising proiects . . . two sock-
hops, includ ing Homecoming sock-hop . . . sold school pic-
tures, sen ior portra its, yearbook pictures, stationery . . . 
a) Bump and Boog1e?l7 b) Sylvia refuels her afro. c) Memories personnel stuff 
their faces at Christmas. d) Irene gets an upside-down look. e) Annual mem• 
bers are, first row, photographers, Israel Flores and Joe Perez, second row, 
club ed . Rachel Acosta , lounging ad mgr. Billy Seals, adv Mrs. Margie 
McCarthy, Latrice Hertzler, Sylvia Villarreal, ass' t. club ed Patty Pruneda, third 
row, Ramiro Trevino, Debbie Clemens, Yolanda Cantu, sports ed. Olga Que-
zada, Jamie Peel, Diana Ochoa, photographer Webby Skinner, fourth row, 
Irene Vasquez, Becky Casares, co-editor Nancy Orendain, Let, Acosta, Becky 
Le1bow1tz, cc-editor Man Lizarraga, Terry Welty, Liz Thoma. f) Warden 1s Mrs. 
McCarthy. g) Named to Quill and Scroll , honorary Journalist society, are front, 
Le t1, Mrs. McCarthy, middle, Webby, Ramiro, Joe, Billy, back, Latrice, Nancy, 
Irene, Becky, Olga, Liz, at top, Man! Rachel , Jamie and Sylvia are not shown. h) 
Co-editing the annual 1s Man, till death does she part i) Sharing the coffin 1s 
co-editor Nancy. J) Super-Jock sports ed. 1s " Fuzz1e". k) Club ed . Rachel also 




Bear's Tale publishes monthly campus news and views 
The Bear's Tale staff ... purpose is to put out school newspaper .. . to keep students informed of happenings in and around 
PSJA . . . this year the staff held a sock-hop to raise money to attend the Interscholastic League Press Conference that is held in 
Austin on the University of Texas campus ... part of the funds also comes from the selling of bookcovers and keychains . on 





a) " The Bear' s Tale" staff includes, 
first row, David Garcia, sponsor Miss 
Carolyn Morriss, Elad10 Villarreal, 
sports editor Victor Carrillo, second 
row, editor Carrie Walker, feature edi-
tor Anna Garcia, Sandra Gonzalez, 
Imelda Garcia, Diana Montoya, Carlos 
Martinez, third row, Terry Welty, Ruth 
Rebollar, Art Morales, Etienne Decker, 
Modesto Gonzalez, photographer Juan 
Trevino and Mario Salinas. b) Editing 
" The Bear's Tale" 1s Carne Walker. c) 
Victor 1s "head honcho" of the sports 
department. d) Honored members for 
Quill and Scroll are, front, Anna Garcia, 
back, Mario Salinas, Diana Montoya, 
Carlos Martinez. Not shown are Victor 
Carrillo , Juan Trevino and Carrie 
Walker. e) Anna, feature editor, takes a 
break to smile for the camera. f) Spon-
soring "The Bear's Tale" is hardwork-
ing Miss Carolyn Morriss. 
1-49 
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Choir tunes up for year, 
do-re-mi-fa-so-la-ti-do! 
Choir ... Varsity .. . Jr. Varsity ... Freshman ... all of 
which sing daily and take part in UIL contests . . . Varsity 
sings for civic groups . . . sang on telev1s1on ... director, Mr. 




a) Freshman vocalists have rhythm, melody and harmony on their score sheet. b) Drill 'um, Gillum! c) Varsity Concert Choir 
singers are, first row, Gerry Patano, 
Rolando Mendoza, Ep1 Rendon, second row, Felicia Gonzalez, Sandra Rosales, Rosa Cortez, Melinda Perales, Cnstina Soto, Su
sana Escamilla, Eddie Miner, Javier 
Arroyo, Penny Taylor, Rachel Alvarez, Rosa Escamilla, Maria Eva Olvera, Ester Lopez, Liza Alvarado, third row, Teresa Sierra, 
Debra Holton, Emma Sanchez, Holly 
Buckingham, Sherry Shuttlesworth, Julie Wood, Hortencia Garza, Laura Sanchez, Carol Tarver, Julie H1no1osa, Juana Alaniz, Din
a Gutierrez and Mana Martinez. Not 
shown are Ricky Castillo, Tony Gua1ardo, Cindy Guardiola, Cheryl Hooks, J. D. Martinez, Norma Perales, Belinda Obst, Ricky Ve
cchio, Fernando Vasquez, Elizabeth 
Ordaz and Pam Hensen. d} Junior Varsity Choir singers are, first row, Leticia Osorn1a, Alma Lopez, Sandra Gonzalez, Esmeralda 
Compean, Leticia Rodnguez, Enede-
lia Lopez, second row, Patty Villarreal, Chris Landez, Gracie Pecina, Olga Cruz, Josefina S1rlos, third row, Susan Penman, Ofel
la Sandoval, Sandra Rutledge, Rosa 
Mana Salinas and Nelda Ramirez. e) Freshmen Choir members are, first row, Evangelina Enriquez, Cnstela Guerra, Connie Her
nandez, Mana Gomez, Mana Duran, 
Gina Mosley, San Juanita Coronado, San Juanita Sanchez, Teresa Olivarez, second row, Saul Reyes, J P Trevino. Jose Abad, thi
rd row, Leonel Salinas, choir director 




Fiesta de Espanol, PA9F chapter, awards scholarships 
Fiesta de Espanol ... purpose is to raise money for pesos for braces ... Amigos del Valle ... and La Buena Madre ... to 
provide scholarships for its members ... participated in Pan American Student Forum District Competition Convention in Dec ... . 
sold fruit cakes to raise money for pesos for braces, La Buena Madre, and Amigos del Valle ... sponsored end-of-year disco-hop to 
raise money for scholarships . .. sponsor, Mr. Jorge Ramirez ... 
a) Spanish Club members are, on first step, Irma Rodriguez, second step, Elvira Tiierina, Leticia Garza, Susie Campos, third step, Olivia Tobias, Julie Hinoiosa, Is, 
dora Palomin, fourth step, Janie Rodnguez, Norma Garcia, fifth step, Diana Vargas, Alma Lopez, Sylvia Milhce, Melly Enriquez, Lucy Trevino, Rachel Gomez, sixth 
step, Victor Rodnguez, David Montes, Eddie Guzman, sponsor Mr. Jorge J. Ramirez, Chano Rodnguez. b) Leading the Spanish Club as officers are, 1st vice-pres. 
Chano Rodnguez, treas. Janie Rodriguez, sec. Julie HinoIosa, pres. Alma Lopez, fish vice-pres. Susie Campos, fish sec. Sylvia Millice, fish treas. Irma Rodriguez, 2nd 
vice-pres. Ohv,a Tobias, fish vice-pres. Norma Garcia . c) Honored as Spanish Club Favorites are Joe Perez and Alma Lopez . d) Freshmen Spanish Club Favorites are 





Leo Club . . . purpose 1s 
to serve community . .. 
sang carols at Pharr Nursing 
Home . . . held Christmas 
party . . . can food drive tn 
Feb.-March . .. meetings 
every other Wednesday . . . 
co-sponsors for Pharr Lions 
Club barbecue ... sponsor, 
Mr. Jessie Vela and Mr. 
Adan Farias ... 
a) Members are first row, Sandra 
Guzman, Melly Alaniz, Charlotte 
Jackson, second row, Becky Le1 -
bow1tz , Diana Acosta , Yvonne 
Romero, Gary Garza , Hope 
Navarro, Delia Castillo, third row, 
Ruben Ramirez, Joanna Lillard , 
Diana Gonzales, Irene Vasquez, 
Laura Serna, Diana Rutledge, Man-
uel Escamilla, fourth row, Ramiro 
Trevino, Sylvia Guzman, David Mar-
tinez, fifth row, Juan Carlos Marti -
nez, Vanessa Canales, Linda Gar-
cia, Edna Flores. b) Officers are sec. 
Diana Gonzalez, treas. Irene Vas-
quez, ex . bd . Juan Martinez, ex. bd. 
Laura Serna, v.p. Yvonne Romero, 
ex. bd. Ruben Ramirez, pres . Becky 
Le1bow1tz, parl. Rachel Acosta, not 
shown Yvonne and Ruben are 
favorites. 
JETS probes engineering, technical careers 
JETS ... purpose is to look into technically-oriented occupations in engineering, science, 
math ... work with computer program terminal .. . sponsor, Mr. Auston 8. Cron. 
Members include, bottom, Brett Hayes, pres. Enc Lundquist, Hector Garcia, top, sponsor Mr Tony Cron, Manuel 




Key Club ... serve the 
community .. . improve 
community environment 
... paint house numbers 
on curbs ... basketball 
game, students vs. teachers 
... provide public informa-
tion . . . sponsor bucket bri-
gade ... sponsors, Mr. 
Hugh Jones and Mrs. Dar-
lene-Flores . . . 
Members are, first row, pres. Dana 
Blevins, sec -treas Nancy Henson, 
Philip Oxford, second row, Ross 
Wood, Roxanne Carter, Charlie 
Doffing, Leo Flores, Brad Bowen, 
Belinda Obst, Robert Styles, Kathy 





Top Teens serve community 
Tri-City-Top-Teens ... purpose is to render service to the 
communities ... held blood drive along with Student Council 
. .. Christmas caroling at old folks home ... sponsored hay-
ride . . . cupcake sale . . . helped with Easter Bucket Brigade 
sponsors, Mrs. Rosalinda Rodriguez, Ms. J . D. Herrera 
a) Officers are, front, vice-pres. Marybel Lopez, pres. Donna Davis, middle, 
treas . Noelia Ti1enna, song leader Denise Skinner, back, 1r. vice-pres. Daisy 
Oliva, sec. Beverly Taylor, hist. Guille Gonzalez, hist. Aradelia Soto, chm. Mana 
Silva. b) Favorites are Jan Smith and Maribel Lopez. 
C 
c)Top Teens are, first row, Denise Skinner, Jan Smith and Ester Bravo, second 
row, Aradelia Soto, Daisy Ol iva, Nelly Ti1enna, Donna Davis, Beverly Taylor, Oli -
via Tab1as, on ladder from left, Lydia Moran, Tam, Smith, Maribel Lopez, Aida 
Chavez, Diana Vargas, Lon Trevino, Mana Silva, Lolly Ramos, Shelly Cuellar, 
Gu1llerma Gonzalez. 
It's Broadway or bust 
Drama Club ... carry on their act ... promotes laughter 
and humor throughout student body ... part1c1pate in U.I.L. 
... sponsor, Mr. Walter Ledbetter .. . 
a) Drama characters are San Juanita Chavez, Javier Torres, Rosa Martinez. 
Angie Deleon, Yolanda Bernal, Elvira T11enna. Paul Cantu, Raul Garcia, 
Armando Noyola, second row, Carlos Casares. Diana Salinas. Aurora Salinas, 
Dona Alvarado, Minnie Escobedo, Irma Escobedo, Mr Walter Ledbetter, Jaime 
Lucio, Robert Lozano, third row, Debbie Chapman, Derek Gutierrez. Saul 
Cervantes. Orlando Robles, Kathy Sargeant, JoAnn Smith, Norma Gongora, on 
ladder, from left, Freddie Rodnguez, Perla Camarillo, Sylvia Barrera, Enc 
Lundquist, Letty Garza, Juan Martinez, Sandra Pecina, Albert Gonzales, Randy 
Thames. Ten Nelson b) Drama Club ott1cers. front, Randy Thames, Elvira 
T11enna, Ten Nelson, Debra Chapman. Letty Garza 
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9cience Club ventures 
to Texas Big Bend country 
Science Club . . . purpose 1s to promote all aspects of sci -
ence for the purpose of learning ... held sock-hop .. . rum-
mage sale ... car wash ... had guest speaker . .. took trip 
to 819 Bend ... sponsors, Mr. Bob Soper, Mr. Paul Legris, Mr. 
Ruben Reyna, Mr. Bryan Adams . . . 
a) Members are, back to front, left to right, Rachel Acosta, Jose Luis Garcia, 
Beverly Taylor, Janet Conquest, George Mariscal, Bobby Camilo, Homer 
Villarreal, Noe Martinez, Fernando Lopez, Victor Camilo, Letty Garza, Rene 
Benitez, Laura S1vy, Raul Soto, Robert T. Carranza, Juan C. Martinez, Bobby 
Sanchez, Ramiro Trevino, Juan Villescas, Letty Hernandez, middle, Mr. Paul 
Legns, Mr. Bob Soper, Gracie Santillan, Loel Garza, Julie Alanis, Otto 
Uhrbrock, Manuel Escamilla, lrasema Soto, Dora Rodnguez, Ins Gonzalez, 
Norma Lopez, Rosa Anaya, bottom, Janet Conquest, Johnny Barboza, Enc 
Lundquist, Rene Trevino, George Jaime, Mike Vasquez, Diana Acosta, Roy 
Trevino, Teresa Reyes, Dana Lundquist. (b) Officers are, front, sec. Janet 
Conquest, pres. Enc Lundquist, back, vice-pres. Johnny Barboza, treas. Roel 






Music Club . . . purpose 
1s to promote a new interest 
in the different aspects and 
styles of music ... to raise 
money for two scholarships 
... held dance in Jan. with 
Snowball and Co. and The 
Playboys . . . sponsors, Mr. 
Luis Ramos, Mr. Ramiro 
Castillo, Mr. Mike Romero 
a) Music Club Favorites are Isidora 
Palomin and Rene Cano, not 
shown. b) Officers are, bottom, 
vice-pres. Ester Bravo, ex. bd. Liz 
Ordaz, treas. Isidora Palomin, top, 
rep. -Gary Garza, pres. Rene Cano, 
parl. Robert Duran. c) Music Club 
members are front, Carlos 
Villarreal, Ester Bravo, Olga Leal, 
Isidora Palomin, Mary Mata, Mr. 
Mike Romero, middle, Mr . Luis 
Ramos, Ester Contreras, Martha 
Carlin , Nora Hernandez, Rosa 
Blanco, Gloria Ibarra, Angie 
Sustaita, back, Brenda Saldana, 
Robert Duran, Rene Cano, Gary 
Garza , Jose Rodriguez, David 
Castillo, Sylvia Villareal , Rachel 




Competitive chess skills 
acquired in club play 
Chess Club ... purpose 1s to teach and promote the interest 
of chess ... activities ... chess tournaments at San Benito 
... Laredo ... McAllen ... Brownsville ... Rio Grande 
... sponsors, Mr. Charles M. Campbell, Mr. Bruno Martinez, 
Mr. Marcos Flores ... 
a) Chess players are, bottom, tournament director Filemon Bravo, Patty Moran, 
treas . Mike Vasquez, Fred Arredondo, Diana Acosta, Manuel Escamilla, Otto 
Uhrbrock, top, Kevin Plyler, rep. Hector Garcia, vice-pres. Fernando Ramirez, 
pres. Ramiro Reyes, David Montes, Joel Ramirez, Robert Gomez, Robert 
Sanchez. b) Named as Chess Club Favorites were Filemon Bravo and Anna 
Deleon c) First Team chess players are, bottom, Filemon Bravo, Otto 
Uhrbrock, top, Fernando Ramirez, Ramiro Reyes, sponsor Mr. Charles 
Campbell, Kevin Plyler. 
b 
C 
a b C 
DOT skills 
help school 
DOT ... develops skills 
in duplicating, printing and 
setting type ... duplicate 
available material for school 
teachers and departments 
... part1c1pate in VICA 
compet1t1ve meets 
sponsor. Mrs . Sylvia John -
son 
a) DOT members are. front, Mrs Sylvia Johnson. Al1c1a Alvarez. Nora 
Echavarria. middle. Mary Ledesma Evelia Longoria, Laura Escobedo, 
Guadalupe Luna. Terry Martell. Geraldine Chapa , Terry Mendoza. Herminia 
Vecchio. Olga Cruz. Isabel Padron. back. Bonnie Martinez, Betty Gonzalez. 
Olivia Hernandez b) DOT officers are. front. Mary Ledesma. middle. Evelia 
Longoria. Laura Escobedo. Betty Lou Gonzalez, Olga Cruz. Geraldine Chapa , 
back, Nora Echavarria, Guadalupe Luna, Alicia Alvarez c) DOT Favorite 1s 
Sylvia Almendarez 
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/CT prepares sludenls for employmenl careers of lheir choice 
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ICT ... purpose 1s to develop leadership in trade ethics ... prepare youths for employment in occupations of their choice ... 
develop basic manipulative skills . . . district meeting provides students with chance to compete against other schools . . . spon-
sor, Mr. James Magness . . . 
(a) Members are, back, Jerry Perez, Manuel Casas, Roel Garcia, Raul Sandoval, Homer Cordova, George Diaz, Ramiro Esquivel, Joe Velasquez, Joe Chavez, Mr. 
James Magness, front, Gilbert Ramirez, Robert Vielma, Edward Bennett. (b) Other ICT students are, back, James Magness, Juan Castillo, Ramon Ortiz, Rogelio 
Garcia, Pablo Guzman, F1denc10 Prado, Frank Olivarez, front, Raul Garcia, Tony Ramirez, Edith Ortiz, Nora Echavarria, Mana Liscano, Elena Razo, (c) Officers are 
vice-pres. Raul Sandoval, part. Eddie Bennett, adv. Tony Ramirez, treas. Edith Ortiz, pres. Ramiro Esquivel, rep. Juan Castillo, sec. George Diaz. (d) Edith Ortiz and 
Ramiro Esquivel are ICT Favorites. 
a 
Future homemakers enjoy 
Christmas partying, caroling 
Future Homemakers of America ... purpose ... help 
youth assume their roles in society through Home Economics 
in areas of personal and family life . . . vocational preparation 
and community involvement .. . activities ... Halloween 
party for nursing home . .. visiting patients ... helped with 
preparations for Halloween party at child care center ... held 
Christmas party for all FHAers .. . Christmas caroling in 
pediatrics ward .. . sponsor, Mrs. Gracie Champion, Mrs. 
Chris Willingham. 
FHA members are, back, sponsor Mrs. Chris Wilingham, Mike Mata, Javier 
Ru iz, Lupe Beltran, Raymond Garza, Ramiro Trevino, Mrs. Gracie Champion, 
middle, Susana Donova, Laura Tamez, Yolanda Hernandez, Diana Contreras, 
Mary Martinez, Lollie Ramos, Hilda Arispe, Dora Ventura, Diana Calderon, 
Rosa Barrera, front, Aurora Sol is, Dora Silva, Rosa Cortez, Sofia Hinojosa, 
Belinda Alonzo, Elva Garza, b) Selected as FHA Favorites were Inocencio Alan iz 
and Rosa Isela Adame. 
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'Here a moo, there a moo', 
serves as FFA anthem 
Future Farmers of America ... purpose is to develop skills 
in agriculture as well as livestock management .. . acquire 
leadership skills through involvement 1n Valley FFA activities 
... get first-hand knowledge of farming and ranching careers 
... part1c1pated in Winter Vegetable Show held at the Pharr 
Civic Center in Dec .... participated in Rio Grande Valley Live-
stock Show in Mercedes in March ... sponsors, Mr. Sidney 




(a) Roxanne Carter and Lynn Carrothers, not shown, represented FFA as 
Sweethearts in various Valley functions. (b) Junior and senior FFAers are, front 
row, Robert Style, Philip Oxford, Roxanne Carter, Joel Martinez, Mike Blagg, 
Toby Decker, Loel Garza, second row, Rodney Beamsly, Mr. Sidney Ford, Brad 
Bowen, Severt Neilsen, Debby Obst, Ruth Cavazos, Mana Cast1lleJa, Mr. 
Charles Dufner, Dawn Earnest, Charlie Doffing, Ronald Stratton, third row, 
Isidro Zavala, Lyle Long, Bobby Glick, Steve Talbert, David Byrd, Terry Warren, 
Pete Holton. (c) Freshmen and sophomore FFA students are, first row, Donna 
Alaniz, Jay Earnest, Lon McKee, Henry Carter, Chen Schlieper, second row, 
Mr. Sidney Ford, Dayle Fink, Burgess Cook, Tammy Smith, Brian Blevins, 
Janette Hartness, Robert Nelson, Timothy Warren, Pablo Flores, Mr. Charles 
Dufner, third row, Oscar Ramos, Edgar Cano, Luis Cantu, Kenneth Beamsly, 
Keith Stucker, Robert Ramos, Larry Goodman, Tommy Blagg, Javier Torres. 




DECA I prepares students 
for lhe world of business 
DECA I Chapter I . . . purpose is to prepare student for 
world of work ... to practice leadership and citizenship skills 
in business and competitive fields ... participate in Oct. lead-
ership lab ... have money-raising projects . . . sponsor, Billie 
Day . . . 
C 
a) DECA I members are front, Fernando Cortez, Art Palacios, Joe Barrera, 
James Martinez, Mike Ramos, Pete Salinas, middle, Virginia Zuniga, Angie 
Martinez, Tessy Gonzalez, Gracie Garza, Rosie Hernandez, Gracie Garza, 
Imelda Garcia, back, Mrs. Billie Day, Ricky Gallardo, Irene Alvarado, Connie 
Cristan, Ester Lopez, Yolanda Martinez, Mary Jane Perez, Sonia Gutierrez, 
Vang1e Almazan, Noemi Alvarado, San Juanita Gonzalez, George Mata. b) 
DECA I Favorites are Yolanda Martinez and Fernando Cortez, not shown. c) 
Officers are, front, Sonia Gutierrez, Mary Jane Perez, back, George Mata, 
Yolanda Martinez, Connie Cnstan, and Ester Lopez. 
a 
b 
a) DECA II members are, bottom, Eduardo Ramirez, Diana Aleman, Carlos 
Ortega, Leticia Escobedo, Rumaldo Gonzalez, middle, Rosa Elva Bravo, Dina 
Gutierrez, Rosalia Garcia, Ester Bravo, Melba Rosas, Ofelia Hernandez, top, 
Carlos Mendiola, Martha Carlin, Celia Garza, Bernie Villescas, David Villarreal, 
Ms. Esmeralda de la Garza, Enrique Suarez, Terri Warren, Lori Warren, Sylvia 
Rodriguez, Maggie Ramos. b) DECA 11 Favorites are Joe Macias, Darcy 
Rober, David Villarreal and Melba Infante, not shown. c) DECA II officers are, 
front, vice-pres. Ester Bravo, back, sec. Bernie Villescas, parl. Dina Gutierrez, 
treas. Judith Sandoval, hist. Martha Carlin, rep. Melba Rosas, pres. David 
Villarreal. 
C 
DECA II students active 
DECA Chapter 11 . . . purpose is to prepare students for use-
ful careers of service in the field of distribution ... to develop 
a high degree of leadership and citizenship with American ide-
als of private enterprise and competition . . . activities . . . 
Oct. Area Leadership Lab . . . State Leadership Conference 
. . . set window displays with downtown merchants . . . held 
fund-raising projects . . . Christmas benefit projects . . . fash -




a) Blanca H1no1osa and Candelario Gutierrez were named as OEA Lab 
Sweetheart and Beau. b) Jessie Gutierrez and Agnes Torres were honored by 
club members as OEA Coop Favorites c) OEA Lab students are, front, Laura 
Escobedo, Alma Flores, Florinda Flores, Candy Gutierrez, Sylvia Suarez, Lilly 
Champion, Aleyda Ysquierdo, Mrs. V1rgin1a Linville, back, Elvia Luera, Ester 
Bravo, Rachel Gonzales, Ester Contreras, Marybel Zuniga, Melinda Garza, 
Herlinda Sliva, Gayle Reynolds, Let1c1a Galvan, Alicia Martinez, Aleida Garcia, 
Senaida Javier, Blanca H1no1osa, Olga Gonzalez. d) OEA officers include, front, 




Office Education skills ready students for business careers 
Office Education ... purpose is to promote a better understanding of office occupations as well as ga in experience from lab 
training ... activities ... held two annual banquets ... sponsored Area 11 OEA Convention . .. held contest in February ... 




Auto mechanic buffs keep cars in tune 
Auto Mechanics ... VICA is parent organization . . . purpose is to unite in common bond all stu-
dents enrolled in trade, industrial, technical and health education .. . to develop leadership abilities 
through participation in educational, vocational, civic, recreational and social activities ... to foster 
a deep respect for work . . . assist students in establishing realistic vocational goals ... create 
enthusiasm for learning .. . promote high standards in trade ethics, workmanship, scholarship and 
safety ... to develop the ability of students to plan together .. . organize and carry out worthy 
activities . .. activities .. . Youth Leadership Meet at Rio Grande City in Jan .... VICA planning 
Meet at Weslaco High School for club advisors planning for District and State Contest in March ... 
VICA District XI Skill Olympics at Texas Southmost College in April ... All -Dist. winners go to State 
in San Antonio ... sponsor Mr. Cecil L. Hopkins. 
a) Mr. Ceci l L. Hopkins Mechanics students are, back, Jesse Aleman, Samuel Robles, Fernando Castro, Daniel Hernandez, 
F1denc10 Prado, sec. Adan Martinez, Antonio Flores, parl. Ja ime Lopez, front, sgt.-at-arms, Joe Ramirez, vice-pres. Robert 
Nava, pres. Omar Cantu, treas. Roman Acevedo, Mr. Cecil Hopkins. 
a 
b 
Migranf aufo mechanics 
sfudenfs learn by nighf 
Migrant Auto Mechanics . . . purpose is to teach migrant 
students a skillful trade in auto mechanics ... composed of 
migrants only . . . students attend classes at night . . . spon-
sor, Mr. Aristeo Palacios . . . 
a) Migrant Auto Mechanic Students are, front, rep. Jose Angel Rivera, David 
Rodnguez, Mike Rodnguez, Jose Gomez, pres. Robert Duran, Juan Guerra, 
Ruben Rodnguez, back, Frank Olivarez, sec. Guadalupe Santillan, Pablo De 
Los Santos, Armando Noyola, vice-pres. Perfecto Facundo, Richard Duran, 
Jose V. Alvarado, Ana Oliva, sgt.-at-arms Rogelio Torres, Roy Olivarez, Jose 
Noyola, treas. Hector Rodnguez, Jose Rodnguez, Mr Aristeo Palacios. b) Ana 
Oliva was honored by being named Sweetheart 
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VOCT develops leaders 
Cooperative Training Club . . . purpose is to provide oppor-
tunities for student members to develop leadership abilities 
through participation in worthwhile educational, social, recrea-
tional and vocational activities . . . District Vocational Opportu-
nities Clubs of Texas Leadership Training for members at La 
Joya ... visited Texas State Technical Institute in Harlingen 
. . . involved in Vocational Opportunities Clubs of Texas con -
tests, awards and program planning for members and advisors 
. . . won two leadership contests at District Meet . . . sponsor, 
Mr. Fausto Galvan . . . 
a) Coop members are, front, Cookie Castillo, Gloria Ybarra, Rosa Adame, Rosa 
Blanco, Edgar Perez, back, Oscar Deleon, Mandy Rivera, Armando Rodriguez, 
Roel Garza, Javier Salinas, Danny Quiroz. b) CVAE Coop Favorites are Edgar 
Perez and Melly Casas. c) Officers are, front, adv. Oscar Deleon, pres Rosa 
Blanco, vice-pres. Gloria Ibarra, back, treas. Rosa Adame, parl. Cookie Castillo. 
a 
b 
a) Electrical Appliance Repair members are, front, Jessie Watts, Carlos Zuniga, Gilbert Loera, Mr Eloy Garcia, Joe 
Ocanas, Eden Ramos, Romeo Sanchez, back, Richard Galvan, Mano Lopez, Margarito Zuniga, Abel Padron, Andres 
Enriquez, Rogelio Escareno. b) Also involved in EAR work are, front, Eddie Arrambide, Michael Robles, David Tanguma, 
Mr. Eloy Garcia, Adolfo Salinas, Jose Gutierrez, Rogelio Gonzales, back, Armando Lopez, Audon Ramos, Arturo Huerta, 




Electr ical Appliance 
Repair ... purpose is to 
train and educate students 
to become better citizens 
and better workers in the 
world of work . . . activ1t1es 
. . . participated in leader-
ship training school for club 
officers in Rio Grande City 
. . . VICA District Contest 1n 
Browns1lle 's Southmost Col-
lege ... VICA State Contest 







Building Trades ... pur-
pose is to learn about tools 
and trade ... cabinetry, 
furniture refinishing ... 
learn about plumbing, elec-
trica I work and blueprints 













Metal Trades prepares 
youth for vocations in metal 
trades ... develop skills 
and abilities for the field 
... club chapter competes 
in various meets throughout 
the Valley ... learn the 
importance of cooperation 
... sponsors, Mr. Roy 
Rodriguez and Mr . Alberto 
Garza ... 
a) Metal trades students are, front, Homero Vasquez, David Villarreal, Bobby 
Compean, Roy Olivarez, Juan Galindo, Alvaro Alvarado, Ildefonso Flores, 
Ramon Flores, Mike Gonzalez, Homero Cordova, Rafael Cortez, Juan Alcazar, 
Sabino Sotelo, Jose M. Ruiz, Arturo Garza, back, Mr Alberto Garza, Jesus 
Carrizales, Fernando Sanchez, Roberto Martinez, Roberto Perez, Rene R10s, 
Juan Castillo, Jose Manuel Martinez, Adrian Mirelez, Hector Guzman, Victor 
Reyes, Eloy Rosales, Pedro Gamboa. b} Metal Trades officers are, top to 
bottom first row, stu. adv. Arturo Garza, parl. Roy Olivarez, rep. Mike Gonzalez, 
vice-pres. Juan Alcazar, second row, sgt. -at-arms Ramon Flores, treas Bobby 
Compean, sec. Alvaro Alvarado, pres . Homer Cordova. c) Metal trades 
students include, front. Jesse Ramirez, Apolonio Salinas, Rene Pena, Tony 
Ramirez, Joel Villegas, middle, Juan Martinez, Joel Garcia, Erasmo Cordova, 
Agustin Saldana, Felix Sanchez, Joel Maldonado, Alex Hernandez, back, Jerry 
Garcia, Greg Soto, Guadalupe Hernandez, Erasmo Garcia, Juan Ramos, Gilbert 




At PSJA each and every athlete appears on the 
cover of Sports Illustrated. PSJA takes pride in their 
athletes and no one sport rs to be outdone by 
another. Everyone at PSJA is an avid sports fan and 
even girls sports are gathering popularity. The 
coaching staff at PSJA try to bring out the best in all 
of their athletes. The coaches push the athletes to 
the limit of their endurance and then guide them 
through their prime. An athlete attempts to display 
skill and prowess through graceful timed move-
ments, as a cat's stride, a frog's spring, and a fish's 
glide. To strain, strive, and perfect a performance to 
the utmost degree is the goal of both athletes and 
coaches. 
Gruelin' Baff/in' Bruins 
grind Dogs, 6-5: Cards, 6-3 
The Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Bears had a very successful 
1977-78 season. Our unpredictable team had a good surprise 
for Valley teams in September as football season got off to a 
firing start. Third in 28-AAAA conference was one of the great 
accomplishments of the tri-city Bears. They also had the best 
defense in the Valley which was coordinated by Coach Lavon 
Cox. Victories over McAllen and Harlingen gave PSJA students 
the "thrill of victory" and hopes of being district champs. "Los 
Osos Venenosos" were then followed by Friday night games 
considered as "Game of the Week" by Valley Freedom ewspa 
pers. The strong defensive unit was also awarded a troph for-
giving only five points to the frustrated Bulldog offen e T 
upsets, due to costly mistakes, kept the Mighty Bear r 
dominating the 4-A race. However, the Bears do antic pate 
very strong offensive group for ne t year's season. Thi 111 
give the advantageous Bears new hopes and a good ch n 












a) Managers are, front, Jaime Sandoval, Joby Garza, Manuel Escamilla, back, Joe Fonseca, George Vela. b) 
Coach was right, you can catch the ball 1f you use both hands. c) Lord, no matter if we win or lose, please 
keep our Bear pride high. d) Bear fans telling it like it is .. . we 're still the one! (e) If we keep having these 
Chinese fire drills, we'll never make the first down. (f) Coaches are front, Juan Crosby, Julio Ayala, Danny 
Reyna, Lavon Cox, Paulino Ramirez, middle, David Rivera, back, Darrell Earhart. 
14- Ciro Gomez 
Senior-OHS 
three letters 




































a) Bears break through to another victory. b) Los Osos put into effect another 




44-J. J. Palacios 
Junior-FB 
two letters 
a) The Bears take a break after a long workout. b) 
Coach Ayala and Coach Earhart concentrate as the 
Bears practice for the big game on Friday night. c) 
The Bears freshen up after a tremendous play. d) 
Coach Ayala thinks out the next play. e) Get out 



























































a) Two days off for anyone who knows the answer. b) Wouldn ' t you know 11, I'd get stuck with a dog on 


























d) Coach Rivera says, " I knew I should have become a ballet dancer like my mom told me." e) Is that play 
1n our book? 
187 
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Cowboy Golden Richards guest speaks at awards banquet 
The Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Football Awards Banquet was 
held Feb 18. One of the main attractions was the guest speaker 
Golden Richards of the World Champions, Dallas Cowboys! 
Wow!! What a man!! Announced were recipients of the Mario 
Romero Award, Best Defensive Player Award and Best Offen -









a) Coach Julio Ayala, proud Bear 
father, introduced the Battlin' 
Bears. b) Golden Richards of the 
Dallas Cowboys was the guest 
speaker. c) Receiving the Mario 
Romero Award was Gilbert Trevino. 
d) Joel Saldana was named the Best 
Offensive Player . e) "Golden" 
inspired senior Anna Lisa Alvarado 
to draw this sketch . Since the pres-
entation of the sketch, she has 
received special recognition by him. 
f) Jeannie Klasm1er and Gracie San-
tillan were chosen as Honey Bears 
'78. g) Master of Ceremonies was 
Rick Diaz. h) Mrs. Dorothy Bagwell 
was awarded a certificate for con-
tributing to the athletic program of 
PSJA. i) The Best Defensive Player 
was John Carter. j) All these players 
do is eat, eat, eat!! k) Mr. Jack 
McKeever was among the guests. 
189 
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Mean Junior Varsity Bears 
know what if fakes in 4-A 
Making it to the top takes a lot of dedicated players such as 
the J.V. Team. They need to make sure that positions left open 
by our Senior Bears are filled. Being on the Varsity squad is a 
dream come true; so they are determined to give what it takes 
to become a Mighty Bear. 







































a) Freshmen Maroon teammates are, first row, Roy Rodriguez, Leo Morales. Tony Likes, David Garcia. Jose Luis Guzman, 
Freddy Martinez. John Thompson, Noe Molina. Esmerejido Cano. Jaime Ortiz, Robert Aguilera, Tony Ruiz, Rodolfo Saenz, 
Ricky Cortez. Joe Ramirez, second row. Juan Garza, Roy Alaniz, Rolando Rodriguez, Joe Garcia, Alfonso Gonzalez, Noe 
Garcia, David Salinas, Sammy Suarez, Beto Salinas, Homer Camacho, Joel Flores. Omar Palacios, Ernest Rodriguez. Rey 
Sanchez, third row, Gonzalo Cancino, Fortunato Rodriguez. Rene Aguilera, David Banda, Robert Lopez, Julian Garza, 
Esteban Gutierrez, Ben Prize, Ricky Garza, Edwin Chapa, Armando Molina, fourth row, Leroy Campbell, Jose Angel 
Lozano, Ricky Guzman, Roel Ramirez, Arturo Perez, Javier Elizalde, Frank Medill in, Pete Perez, Ben Flores, Javier Garcia, 
Jose Luis Perez. Joe Tamez, David Rebollar. Raut Morales, Etienne Decker, M b) Freshmen White players are first row, 
Miguel Alvarez, second row, Ehud Serna. Gilbert Rodriguez. Marcelino Barbosa, Adolfo Cortez. third row, Mando Bravo, 
Eloy Iglesias. Beto Aguirre, Martin McDonald. Raul Ramos, fourth row, Papa Rodriguez. Kevin Mason, Ramiro Ozuna, 
Roger Laughlin. Mano Ayala, Peter Sanchez, fifth row, Eddie Cantu, Victor Silva, Ricky Chavez, Roger Laughlin. Mario 
Ayala, Peter Sanchez, fifth row, Eddie Cantu, Victor Silva, Ricky Chavez, Larry Lopez. Leo Luna, Rogelio Palacios, Robert 
Gonzalez. sixth row, Ernie Sierra, Robert Martinez. Rocky Benavidez, Frank Medellin. Rolando Rodnguez, Rolando De La 




" Go Maroon Go! , Yeah for 
the White !" with enthusi -
asm, the Jaunty fish fans 
cheer with pride as their 
favorite team goes out to the 
field to put a good fight for 
victory. The Freshman Team 
is div ided into two teams, 
the maroon and the white 
teams. They are coached by 
Hugh Jones and Fidel Villar-
real, respectively. Freshman 
players are prepared on the 
training grounds to see 
those who fall with pride and 
those who will rise with 









Hard work, practice, 
fine coaching, sweat and 
some disappointments 
are all the ingredients 
needed for a great com-





a) Up, up and away! b) Playing Varsity Volleyball in 4-A Valley competition are, 
first row, Chris Santillan, Josie Enriquez, Eltzabeth Cano, second row, Nelly 
Gutterrez, mgr Gloria Galvan, third row, Rachel Vargas, Angie Sustaita, Letty 
Vela, Hortencia Singleterry and Maricela Gutierrez. c) Letty lets her go. d) This 
volleyball trio looks like they are undergoing shock!?' e) Volleyball girls show 
fine form. f) Mart you don't have to clap for yourself Just because you hit the 
ball back! g) Netters know how to hustle! h) Making the big time All-District 
League are Letty Vela, Rachel Vargas and Angie Sustaita. i) Volleyball girls play 
hard to be No. 1 ! 
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JV sees /ofs 
of courl play 
Junior Varsity Volleyball 
provides experience for 
young beginners on their 
way up to Varsity. Leading 
JV and Varsity Volleyball IS 
Coach Julie Perez. 
a) Playing Junior Varsity Volleyball 
for Coach Kathy Lara are, Cindy 
Guardiola, mgr BenJI Garcia, Car-
men Hernandez, Thelma Sanchez, 
Rosie Gonzalez, Estella Garcia, 
Patty Villarreal, Molly Espinosa and 
Clara Ortiz . b) Now let me see, 
where did that ball go? c) Estella 
waits impatiently for the ball. d) Is 
this a game of leapfrog? e) Coach 
Lara and superstars Patty and Clara 









The new Frosh Volleyball 
Team competed for the first 
time. These young talented 
girls were given fine pointers 
on volleyball play by Coach 
Kathy Lara. 
a) Freshmen Volleyball netters 
include, first row, Cindy Munoz, 
Rosemary Meza, Jennie Garza, 
Rosie Sustaita, Leonor Salazar, 
Lupita Fonseca, Mary Donova and 
Norma Mendoza. Second row, Man 
Santillan, Yolanda Basaldu, mgr. 
Mary Salazar, Sytv,a Quintanilla and 
Sonia Calderon. Not shown ,s Let, 
Ysaguirre. b) The girls call time to 
plan their surprise anack. c) That a 
girl, send that ball back. d) Coach 
Kathy Lara hangs in with the team. 








PSJA dribbling Bears, 
coached by Robert Flores, 
have proved their potential 
by placing third in District 4-
A Basketball. Top scorers on 
the team are George Silva, 
Nandy Cabrera and Warren 
Quick. The Bears were a 
great threat to Mission, 
defending champs of '77. It 
has taken a lot of individual 
work for these players to go 
through a rough season and 
come out with a winning sea-
son. Next year's competitors 
better watch out for the run-
ning Bears because they 
have the ability and talent to 
be District Kingpins. b 
C 
e 
a) Batthn ' Bears Varsity Basketball teammates include, Coach Robert Flores, 
Joel Salinas, Ricky Cantu, Nandy Cabrera, Hal Anderson, Warren Quick, 
George Silva, Daniel Salazar, Albert Bravo, Elio Moreno, Dago Cabrera and 
Robert Rivera. b) No, Joel, this 1s basketball, not a karate class. c) Rick gets 
ready to make a two-pointer. d) Now, we're out here to play basketball so give 
them play 7734! e) Basketball rivals are amazed at All -District George ' s 







a) Nandy makes two sure ones for 
the Bears. b) Nice try Hal, but a bas-
ket is only two points. c) Nbert con-
centrates on the game, or is rt one 
of the cheerleaders? d) Another 
great shot! e) Joel eyes the basket. 
f) Albert does his thing. 
b 
e 
a) Junior Varsity Basketball squadmen are Rudy Ysaguirre, Freddy Ramirez, Emilio Zavala, Char1ie Martinez, Ricky Gar-
cia, Joe Espinoza, Roel Soto, Jorge Jaime and Adam Cabrera. b) Freshmen Basketball players are, Robert Martinez, Gon-
zalo Cancino, Tony Likes, David Salinas, Roget" Laughlin, Beto Aguirre, Raul Ramos, Eliud Serna, Pete Sanchez and Coach 
David Rivera. Not shown are Beto Salinas and Em1e Sierra. 
JV, Frosh 
sfrive to fop 
Junior Varsity and Fresh-
men roundball cagers gain 
experience and confidence 
with the exposure they 
receive from practicing and 
participating in District 4-A 
competition. Coaching the 
Junior Varsity is Hugh 
Jones. Freshmen team-






The 1977 Varsity Netters 
were led by the ball handling 
of Beverly Taylor and Angie 
Sustaita. Coach Kathy Lara 
antIcIpates an improving 
season for next year. 
a) Girls Varsity Basketball squad 
members are, first row, Oralia Mar-
tinez, Nancy Walker, Maricela Gut1 • 
errez, second row, Tencha Singlet• 
erry, Diana Perez, Aurora Salinas, 
third row, Beverly Taylor, Rosa Mar• 
tinez, Carmen Hernandez, fourth 
row, Yolanda Ibarra, Debbie Bland, 
Lilla Ruiz, Sylvia Villarreal, Angie 
Sustaita, Coach Kathy Lara. b) Ten• 
cha shoots "two." c) Come on, Lilia, 
what are you thinking . d) Coach 
Lara says, "Give 1t all you got." e) 
Beverly shoots, while Tencha looks 











Junior Varsity Girls Bas-
ketball provides a chance to 
gain experience and prepare 
for a future at PSJA. Coach-
ing these gals is Coach Car-
los Vela. 
a) I' ll get 1t. I' ll get 1t. b) Playing for 
Coach Carlos Vela ' s JV Basketball 
Team are mgr. Alma Flores, Chris 
Luera, Ben11 Garcia, Jennie Garza, 
Rosie Sustaita, Maria Ybarra, Coach 
Vela, Patty Maserang, Olga Garcia, 
Lupita Martinez, Cindy Munoz, Syl-
via Quintanilla, and Patty Villarreal. 
c) Now, girls, lets get out there and 





a) The real swingers at PSJA are 
first row. Oscar Garza, Richard Vil -
larreal. Ciro Gomez. Gilbert Trevino, 
Javier Avendano, Vicente Solano, 
Butch Esparza. second row. Coach 
Fidel Villarreal. Jay Palacios. Ruben 
Ramirez. Elbert Bravo, Ronnie Rut-
ledge, Dago Soto, Danny Luera and 
Coach Babe Bazan . b) Duh!?! c) 
Now why did I do that? d) Here it 
comes! e) Love that style! f) I give 
up! I'll pitch! I'll pitch! g) I'll make it 
this time. h) No wonder they warn 






P9JA baseball players 
include real swingers 
"Stnke-Two!, Strike-Three! And you're out! ... Ball three, 
walk to first base ... Hey, ref ... don't you dare argue with 
the ref!" These are some of the fine scenes which occur at the 
PSJA baseball field during games. The Tri-City Bears tried their 
best this year to defend the District 4-A title which they earned 
last year! Helping the team with fine pointers on batting and 
catching is the main job of Coach Fidel Villarreal. Assisting with 








a) Bear fans relax as the Bears go 
on to win! b) Gus thinks he's the 
star among the gang. c) Hold the 
glove open in order to catch the 
ball. d) You're out!!! e) Chuy, don't 
be so lazy Help the poor kid out. f) 
Hey, Gus, give me a break. Coach 
isn 't watching g) Filabert shows his 
fantastic ability to catch . h) Robert 




Track speedsters flash 
across many a finish line 
"Long distance runners will run a ten-mile cross-country and 
sprinters will run a mile of 440's ... , " these are some of the 
daily workouts given by Coaches Paulino Ramirez and Joe Sua-
rez as they prepare the PSJA Track Team for a successful sea -
son. The Bears are led by tough and talented sprinters such as 
Dana Blevins, "Rodan" Hinojosa and Ross Wood. Providing 
beneficial experience is a major task of Artemio Fonseca and 
Lorenzo Trujillo. The Mighty Bears were hoping for the District 
Crown as they were determined to obliterate their competitors 









a) Charge!!! b) Long distance men are first row, Arnold Salas, Joe Gonzalez, 
Ph1ll1p Sandoval, Frank Rodnguez, Jose Luis Garcia, Jose Rodriguez, Oscar 
Garcia, Frank Lara, Dennis Cranfill, Roy Soto, second row, Coach David Rivera, 
Ep1fanio Gomez, Luis Cantu, Bobby Compean, Artem10 Fonseca, Royal Millen, 
Tracy Bishop, Laurenc10 Trupllo, Coach Juan Crosby. c) A moment of silence 
after Artem1o's great victory. d) Give 1t to him, Mando! e) Dennis executes great 
style on the pole vault. f) The last 1s a rotten egg! g) Boys Track sprinters 
include, first row, Ricky Rodea, Mike Gonzalez, Martin McDonald, Bobby Marti-
nez, Juan Davila, Armando Hinojosa, Art Gonzalez, Joe Garcia, second row, 
Coach Pablo Ramirez, Fernando Beltran, George Medrano, Ross Wood, Juan 
Ortega, Freddie Herrera, Dana Blevins, Jesse Villescas, Rene Ramirez and 





a) Yahoo, I made the big Jump! b) There's no other like Coach Julie Perez. c) 
Hey, look, ya'II I got some new socks! d) Hang in there Connie, you'll make 1t! e) 
Girls Track stars include, front, Estella Garcia, Lupita Fonseca, Coach Julie 
Perez, Rachel Vargas, Clara Ortiz, back, mgr. Gloria Galvan, Norma Gongora, 
Martina Hernandez, Norma Mendoza, Zulema Zapata, Lety Vela, Josie Enri-
quez, Josie Bustamante, Diane Scott, Connie Cristan, Cindy Lucio, and mgr. 
Mary Salazar. f) Lety, a top-notch track star, shows her gazelle qualities that 
are tough to match. g) Medalla puts in a good workout. h) Look, you follow and 




Classy girl fracksfers are fasfer fhan a speeding bullef 
"First call, 100-yard dash. Second call ... on your marks, 
get set, go! And they're off to the finish line." If you ever went 
to track meets, these lines will help you to remember the hot 
days where the PSJA Girls Track Team fought for points at 
practice meets. These girls have more than guts. They are not 
afraid of those long sweaty miles of workouts demanded by 
Coach Julie Perez. The girls have made plenty of preparations 
for the competitive season yet to come. These young girls will 
be around next year to give stiff competition to other Valley 4-A 






a) On your mark, get set, stop! b) The United Swim Team has, front, Laura 
Brewster, Kathy Smith, Carlos Villescas, Barbara Gremes, Marynette Trevino, 
middle, Joe Perez, Bernardo Soriano, Rosendo Sierra, Eddie Ramirez, Rafa 
Mendoza, back, David Montes, Eddie Sandoval. c) Laura comes up for a breath 
of air. d) Montes, the man, knows how to do it to it. e) Look, ma, I can do it with 
my eyes closed. f) Ah, isn't this refreshing? g) The man from Atlantis surfaces 
again. h) This IS the life! 
e 
9wim team keeps cool 
while in troubled wafers 
" Let's get Laura and make her drink a gallon of water." Yes, 
fun and laughs do help unite the team. The team 1s in its third 
year and its fine swimmers have made it possible to keep a uni -









Days of hard work for 
Coach Barbra Campbell is 
what makes the Bear Tennis 
Teams supreme. That ' s 
right, it ' s " Teams! " PSJA 
now has a Freshman Team 
practicing for Varsity com -
pet1t1on. 
a) Varsity Tennis Team includes 
Juan Villescas, Nelda Aleman, Willie 
Perez, Kevin Burandt, DeArmon 
Warden, Coach Barbra Campbell , 
Alonso Padron, Kurk Nielsen, Rob-
ert Gonzalez and Rey Rosas b) 
Bobby shows off his blurring speed. 
c) Rey, isn 't this tennis, not base-
ball? d) The super Jock in action! e) 
Wow, Kevin what form! f) Kurk 
reaches for the sky to blast the ball 
back over the net. g) Freshman Ten• 
nis Team netters are Jay Inks, M1rey 
Silva, Porfirio Navarro, Daryl Scott, 
Ron Svenonius, Javier Arroyo, Ted 
Hyde, Robert Perez, Charlotte Jack-
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"Schools out for summer! Schools out forever!" 
The lyrics to Alice Cooper's song are ringing in the 
ears of split-session -wearied worn students. Many 
are looking forward to the carefree days of summer. 
Yet, there are those who will not return and who 
must take on greater responsibilities. They are the 
seniors who will forge the path and direction of the 
future. The underclassmen have one more year of 
knowledge and experience under their belt. Summer 
with its long days and warm breezes will be quite a 
change from the hectic days of school. Yet, the sun 
will be upon the horizon for all those seniors who 
must seek out their future; for they have come to the 
horizon's end. 
SHAWN'S TRUCK SERVICE, INC. 
DIESEL AND GAS ENGINE 
CHASSIS AND TRANSMISSION 
787-4208 
VALLEY MOBILE SERVICE, INC. 
SHOP AND PORTABLE WELDING 
HELIARC AND WINCH TRUCKS 
787-5566 
MOBILE CRANE SERVICE, INC. 
CONVENTIONAL AND HYDRAULIC TRUCK CRANES 
5-ton to 82-ton 
787-7777 





313 N. CAGE PHARR, TX 
Open Monday thru Saturday 
8:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 
CALL IN FOR APPOINTMENTS! 
PHONE: 781 -1451 




Corner of 83 Hwy and 
Morningside 
ALAMO, TX 
GAS, GROCERIES & 
HAMBURGERS 
MARTIN DRUG CO. 
601 So. Nebraska 
San Juan 787-1861 
VALLEY FEDERAL SAVINGS and LOAN 
ASSOCIATION 
WITH OFFICES TO SERVE YOU IN 
McALLEN EDINBURG PHARR 













A. L. WILLINGHAM PLUMBING 
MASTER PLUMBER 





201 N. Cage, Pharr 













1009 East Hwy. 83 
PHARR 
781-2193 
DONUTS + MORE 





MADE-RITE JANITOR SUPPLY 
Valley Wide Delivery 
Complete Line Of All 
Sanitary Maintenance 
Supplies - Since 1948 
501 N. Palm Drive ... Pharr 
787-1875 
SECURITY ST A TE BANK 217 
218 
IF YOU HAVE A LOTTO DO, 





SPECIALIZING IN SMALL OR LARGE JOBS. 
FRANK VECCHIO PAVING COMPANY 
PHONE 512 787-5528 • 3 MILES NORTH SUGAR ROAD• P.O. BOX 684 
PHARR,TEXAS 
MEMBER FDIC 
P.O. BOX 546 • ALAMO, TEXAS 78516 
• (512) 787-4261 
83 DRIVE IN GROCERY 








PHARR AUTO PARTS 
787-9931 
Everything Automotive - Wholesale, Retail 
PITTSBURGH PAINTS 
" THE BEST THING THAT'S 
HAPPENING TO WOOD" 
705 EAST PECAN 
McAllen 
Beautifies and Protects 
SHOEMAKE 
LUMBER 
517 N. CAGE, PHARR, TEX. 
787-1122 
LUMBER - WINDOWS 





123 EAST 6TH ST. 











Store for Men 
118 E. Cano 
Across from the 
Square--Edinburg. 
Everything in Men's 
Clothing. 
f"tE'::::::::::::::::? . . 
I•:,• . • • · •• · ,•.• i' ··.:: :.', ·. ·. ·., . 
' VALLEY FRUIT & 
VEGETABLE CO, INC. 








Custom- Made Boots 
105 S. Cage 787-9211 
220 
CHARM & BEAUTY 
MAY YOU WALK IN BEAUTY. 
HAVE A SMILE ON YOUR LIPS .. . 
AND GOD IN YOUR HEART .. . 
CHAIN LINK FENCING FREE ESTIMATES 
OUR SPECIAL TY 
ACME FENCE COMPANY 
201 N. CAGE 
PHARR, TEXAS 78577 
787-4311 A. WILLINGHAM 787-8204 
CLOTHES POLES TRASH CAN RACKS 
CASH BUYERS 
787-3241 
THE PHARR PRESS 
A Newsy, Nosey, Hometown 
Locally Owned and Controlled 
Newspaper 
COMMERCIAL PRINTING 
OF ALL KINDS 
A BOOSTER OF ALL 
PSJA Athletic Activities 
L.H. Glover-Editor-Publisher 
203 South Cage-Pharr 
281 DRIVE-IN GROCERY 





108 E. CAFFERY 
PHARR, TEXAS 787-9022 
Alonzo Saenz, Inc. 
1014 S . Cage, Pharr 
A FULL LINE OF CERAMICS 
INCLUDING 
ALL SIZES AND TYPES OF P.S.J.A. BEARS 
922 W. STATE St. 787-7761 " CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF 
'78" 
BUSINESS 83 & SUGAR ROAD 




HOU RS: Mon. 10-10 Tues. -Sat. 1 0-7 


















232 WEST HIGHWAY "83" 
San Juan, Tx. 78589 
787-3861 
"We get Everything Within 
30 Minutes 
OWNER-CARLOS SUAREZ 
BLUE HOUSE TRAILER SALES 
SHASTA-MO Bl LE-TRAVELER 
CORNER OF EXPRESSWAY 83 & 907 
BOB ACOSTA-OWNER 











213 West 6th 
San Juan, Tex. 78589 
Cruz Cantu III & 
Mike Kendrick 
--Owners--














125 WEST PARK 
PHARR, TEXAS 





113 N. MAIN 
DOWNTOWN McALLEN 
686-5411 





Class of 1978 
WARNOCK HAT 
WORKS 
617 W. Hiway 83 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
- 787-9155 -
Complete Assortment of 
Western Hats Carol• Cocky• Jocelyn• Nancy• Luzie • Rozie 
D & M CLEANERS 
and 
LAUNDRY 
129 W. PARK 
PHARR, TX 
787-1401 
It'll take more than one bite 







Jimmie's Gold Mine 
1223 W. HighwaJ 83 
Alamo, Texas 
* Tables on Patio 
* Giant Hamburger 





JOE DANIELS TIRE CO, 
INC. 







[ t J:xteuf ivt 
~ eal p4 
See .. . 
JAMES E. CAPT. 
3825 N. 8th 
McALLEN,TEXAS 
Flowers for all occasions 
INSURANCE AGENCY BRA VO'S FLOWER SHOP 
726 W. 10th, San Juan, Texas 
Mail to P.O. Box 129 




1 02 S. Broadway 
McAllen, Texas 78501 
686-4461 
101 7 S. Nebraska 
San Juan, Texas 
CALL-787-3473 
OWNER-RIGOBERTO RODRIGUEZ 












CLASS of '78 . 
ROBIE EALTY 
I 
GLEN R. ROBIE 
787-8511 
NEW IMAGE 
HIS N HER 
FASHIONS 
127 Alamo Rd. 
ALAMO, TX 
787-4023 
We're On Our Way UP! 
McAllen State Bank 
Member F .D.I .C. 
225 






ORIENT AL IMPORTS 
202 S. Aster 787-1507 
Box 1041 Pharr 
NADINE PEACE 
''FOR THE CAREER YOU 
WANT, 




2201 N. 10th. Street 









506 S. Nebraska 
San Juan, Tex. 
Fred Coffman, 
787-3975 Owner 
THE TOM DAWSON 
COLLECTION 
ANTIQUES 
611 S. Nebraska 787-5632 
















: CIRCLE ' G 
-
GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN 
N. Main Street, San Juan 
Across the Expressway 
787-7691 
TRI TRI TRI TRI TRI TRI TRI TRI 
TRI TRI-CITY-AUTO TRI 
TRI SUPPLY TRI 
TRI 711 West Hiway 83 TRI 
TRI Raul Gonzalez TRI 
owner 
TRI 
Oscar Tagle TRI 
TRI manager TRI 
787-0004 
TRI Alamo TRI 










205 So. Cage Blvd. 
Pharr, Texas 




419 W. Hwy. 
PHARR, TEXAS 
787-4291 
BE SOMEBODY .. . 




221 W. HWY 83 
SAN JUAN, TEX. 
787-1762 
WINN'S STORE 
THE REAL VARIETY STORE 
802 S. CAGE 
PHARR, TEXAS 787-1892 
133 So. 8th . St. Alamo, Tex. 
WITTENBURG 












MONTGOMERY WARD CHAIN SHOP 
EL CENTRO MALL 
McALLEN OPTICAL CO. 
807 PECAN 
McALLEN, TEXAS 78501 
















MAGIC VALLEY STUDIOS 
*NATURAL COLOR PORTRAITS 
*SENIOR PORTRAITS 
*WEDDINGS 






DUTY TOOL CO. 
Repair Service - Welding 
Located at 




2110 No. 10th 




Where Fashionwise young 
women shop for: 
Famolare, Shicca, Bass .. 
The Unique Shoe Store! 
McALLEN 
BAG & SUPPLY, INC. 
"All Packer's and Shipper's 
Supplies" 
Phones: 686-65 71 
686-6572 
P.O. DRAWER 1208 • 
McALLEN, TX. 78501 
CASTILLEJA AUTO 














Alamo, Tx 78516 
787-9243 Mon.-Sat. 8:00 to 6:00 
























426 Iowa Rd. 






NORTH 10th STREET 
ALAMO PHOTO 
SUPPLY and COLOR 
LAB, INC. 
819 MAIN, ALAMO 
787-1831 
SUPPLIES FOR THE PRO 





EXPERIENCED LEASE CREWS 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
830 E. HIGHWAY 83 
PHARR, TEXAS 





























CLASS OF '78 
FROM THE 
FRATERNAL ORDER OF THE 
EAGLES 
CITRUS AERIE 3109 
AND THE 
LADIES AUXILIARY 
ALWAYS WILLING TO LEND A HELPING HAND 
TO OUR COMMUNITY & YOUTH 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Seth Kornegey 





MAX BAER HEART FUND 
CANCER FUND 
JIMMY DURANTE CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S FUND 






ROYAL - VICTOR 
APECO - BOHN 
919 W. Hwy., Pharr, Texas 
MOE ADAMS 
JEWELERS 
Since 1918 686-5391 
Timely Gifts 
For All Occasions 
Diamonds of Quality 











PAINT & DECORATING 
HEADQUARTERS 
209 W. PARK ST. 
787-2961 Pharr, Tex. 
BARRIENTES & SONS 
DRIVE IN 
CORNER OF " I" ROAD & CHAPARRAL OPEN 7:00 A.M . to 11 :00 P.M. 
Beall's 
QUALITY MIRC.HANDISI 
THE FAMILY STORE, ALL BRAND NAMES 
CHICO'S WHITE 
AUTO STORE 
APPLIANCES & TIRES 
AND ACCESSORIES 
107 S. CAGE 787-8272 
OWNER: Chico Lozano 
232 
McALLEN • PHARR• WESLACO • EDINBURG 
PHONE 
787-9971 
CREST FRUIT CO. 
ALAMO, TEXAS 
P.O.BOX517 






" For Quick Service" 







8 S. Main, McAllen 






LA PLAZA MALL'S 
OLD FASHIONED 
SODA FOUNTAIN 
with 100% Natural -
Flavored Ice Cream 
O' BANNON'S 
" Say it with flowers . .. 
. . Say it with ours " 
SALDANA'S 
FLOWER SHOP 






Before you buy your ring 
Be sure to see us First 
Your school ring means so much to you-
doesn't it make sense to buy from your 
local professional jeweler? 
As school ring experts, we offer superb 
John Roberts rings with the finest 
selection of styles, synthetic gemstones 
and personalized features. 
As members of your community, we 
care about your good will. We're available 
every business day, so you can order at 
your convenience. And our reputation is 
based on professional, courteous service 

















EL CENTRO MALL 
PHARR, TEXAS 
233 
Golden Fried Chicken 
. Main St., San J uan 
Also In Edinbu rg 
1106 Eas t University 
787-7691 383-0062 
315 SOUTH C LOSNER 
51 2 3 B3-3 B6 1 
ED I NB U R G TE X A S 7 B 5 39 




CAKES FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
SPECIALIZING IN WEDDING CAKES 









It'll take more than one bite 
to finish a 
GIANT HAMBURGER 
from 
Jimmie's Gold Mine 
1223 W. Highway 83 
Alamo, Texas 
* Tables on Patio 
* Giant Hamburger 
* Picnic Supplies 
- 787-9163 -
OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO. 
J. F. PALMER & SONS 
PRODUCE, INC. 
Q p 
WE CARRY THEM All 
CROWN YAMAHA 











KOSS AUDIO TECHNICA 
SHURE STANTON 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ICINGSP'OINT 




AUDIO ,uLSE JENSEN 
IIG. BRUTE DIX 
234 RECORD A CALL CERW1N VEGA SWITCHCRAFT 
1324 EAST HIGHWAY 83 
McALLEN 
"OUR NAME SAYS IT ALL" 
La Plaza Sound 
La Plaza Mall 
McAllen 
687-1181 
: El Centro Sound 
: El Centro Mall 
• Pharr • 
: 787-1871 
P.O. BOX 518 
PHARR, TEXAS 
787-2514 787-8593 
SWEET TEXAS ONIONS 
OCome_lete Elec1ronic Accessories O H,-F, Equ,pm•nt 
0 TV's O Commerciol Sound and V,deo . 
Cl Ov•r 20,000 Records To Choose From (If W• don't 
hove it , W• Can Get It) □ Camplet• Hi -F, Center 
No. 1 IN MUSIC IN SOUTH TEXAS 
We Accept Major Credit Cords • We Service Who! We Sell 
Come in our sound rooms for on audio demonstration . 
SAN JUAN, TEXAS 
MEMBER F . D . I. C. 
235 
2528 PECAN BLVD. 








ALL OF THESE AT 
COMPETITIVE PRICES! 
For all your grocery needs 
Shop at 
M. RIV AS FOOD STORE 
220 N. CAGE PHARR 
787-2311 
236 North San Juan Road - Open 7 days a Week 
HUB FLORAL SHOP 









EL CENTRO MALL 
500 N. JACKSON RD. 
Pharr, Texas 
787-2851 
IS HERE TO PLEASE YOU 




NEW & USED TRUCKS - SALES & SERVICE 
FULL LINE OF PARTS 
CALL TOLL FREE 
800-292-7006 
787-2421 
LONE ST AR KENWORTH, INC. 
TEXAN HOTEL 
CHUNG MEI KITCHEN 
CHUNG MEI TEA CO. 
ON THE CORNER OF KELLY AND 281 
PHARR, TX 
1heVILLAGE STORErnc. 
THE VILLAGE STORE 







4 15 E. Hiway 83 
Gas - Groceries 
School Supplies 
781 -1211 
7 A.M. - 11 P.M. 
Romeo Perez 
~ 


















FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY 
Expert Service 
907 West Acacia St.-Alamo, 
Tex. 
Reasonable Prices-
238 -All Work Guaranteed 
__ ,,. , 
_,, ... ,,. ~ -
__ r II'---
TREVINO'S PHOTO CENTERS 




LA PLAZA MALL 
McALLEN, TEXAS 
The Valley • 
TolYn Crier TIRES SERVICE AMER WHEELS 
EL CENTRO FIRESTONE 
& 
THE TOP SHOP 






.i, . .... .. ,.,.~.... ~. 







VIC'S AUTO REBUILDERS 
Expert Auto Repairs - Complete Body & Paint 
work for any and all makes - One day service 
on paint jobs. 
Call: 787-5084 230 W. Park, Pharr, Texas 
HERD #371 




RR # 1 BOX 77 A, SAN JUAN, TX. 78589 






EL CENTRO MALL 
PHARR-McALLEN 
UNI TIRE 
WHERE GOOD TIRE SERVICE NEVER WEARS THIN. 
PHARR 
787-557 1 
HA RLI GE 
423-0448 
BROW SV ILLE 
546-5101 
VALLEY TRUCK SERVICE 
EXPRESSWAY 83 and FM 907 
ALAMO, TX 







P.O. Box 85 
SAN JUAN 
781 -1082 
124 E. PARK 
PHARR, TX 
LEO PALACIOS 
LOANS UP TO $100.00 
WELCOME WINTER TE ANS! 
23 
240 











































LARGE & SMALL BACKHOE 
HYDRAULIC CRANE 
HEAVY HAULING- FLOATS- LOWBOY 
CONSTRUCTION CO. INC. 
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oo BROWNSVI LLE-54 1-1081 -, 
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~ LOS FRESNOS PORT !SABEL 65 
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24 HRS. AMBULANCE SERVICE 
700 EAST EXPRESSWAY 83 
PHARR, TEXAS 78!577 (51 2 ) 787-2231 
109 E. PARK PHARR, TEXAS 
"FOR THE LATEST IN FASHION EYEWEAR" 
<J.)'tof E-td.ionaf Dptiaaf 













International Trucks Help You Make It In 
A Tough Business ... With A Complete Line Of 
Heavy And Medium Duty Trucks And The International 
Scout Vehicles 
P.O. Drawer DD 
711 N. Cage 
Pharr, Texas 78577 Ph. 787-5927 






































INVEST IN A PART OF PSJA 
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ABERNATHY, LOUISE-Drama 3, DECA 4, His 
tonan; Tennis 4 
ACOSTA, RACHEL -Bearettes Mgr 4, Bear 
Memories3,4, Club Ed., M,ss Spir,t Nom 4, 
~•II and Scroll 3,4, c,"tan State All. Leo Club 
Parl. Drama 2.3. HOMECOMING QUEEN. FHA 
3 Chapter Pres. Off,ce Helper 4. Tri City Top 
Teens 2,3.4 H,stonan; St. Council 3.4. Exec 
Board. Sop'1 Counctl Rep.; Jr Counctl Rep • Sr 
Council Rep 
AGUINADA, JANIE-Sr Class Rep. 
AGUIRRE. ARMANDO-Metal Trades 2 First 
Place Vert,cal Weld,ng 
ALANIZ, ARMANOO-VICA 3. Club Advisor 
ALANIZ, INOCENCIO. JR -Bear Memories 4, 
FHA4 
ALANIZ. JOHNNY-Football 2,3, All Dist, Hon 
Mentoo; Basketball 2,3, All Tournament. VICA 
4 
ALCAZAR. JUAN-VOCT 3.4 
ALEMAN, GLORIA-Cheerleader 2,4, St Coun 
al 3.4 Rep 
ALEMAN. JESSE-VICA 2,3.4 
ALEXANDER, DAVID-Band 2.3. Solo Silver 
Medal State, Gold Medal Region 
ALMAZAN. EVANGELINA-Bear Memones 3,4, 
DECA3,4 
ALVARADO, JAIME-Football 2,3.4, Hon Men 
on; Track 2,3 
ALVARADO. JOSE-VICA 4 
BRAVO ELBERT -Baseball 2,3.4. Basketball 
2,3.4 • Council 3 




BRAVO. ELVA ROSA-DECA ◄. FHA 4. Mu>tc 
Club4 
4 grant 
le Spor1s Ed 4 
Boa 4 
CARTER, JOHN-Football 3,4, Track 3, Mr 
Bearene 4, Beau 4 
CASARES. BECKY-Bear Memor, 4 
CASAS. ESTELA-Bearenes 2, t Councd 2, 
Tr, Coty Top Teens 2, Bike Club 2. Soph Cla s 
Rep 
CASAS. MANUEL A -Football 2 3.4, Basket 
ball 2, ICT 4. Track 2.3 
CASTILLO. JACINTO-Bas etball 2 
CLOW, JULIE-Band 2,3.4, Chapla,n 2; UIL 3, 
o·swhO 
COFFMAN. HOWARD-FFA 2,4. Key Club 3.4, 
VICA3 
COGGESHALL, LINDA-Pan Amer,can Club 
3,4, UIL 4, B,ke Club 3 
CONTRERAS, ESTER-Music Club 4, VOE 4 
CONTRERAS. MARIA ALEJANDRO-FHA 4 
CORNELIUS, DONNA-Band 2,3.4, Chaplain, 
Concert ChOir 3, Sweetheart, St. Council 4 Rep.; 
Tri C,ty Top Teens 3,4. Sec & Pres.; Soph. 
Class Alt • Jr Class Alt 
ROSA LUPE-DECA 3,4 
DEl:E N,RUDY-VICA34 Treas 
Osoene5 3 4 Vice Pres • 
DIAZ ORGE LUIS ICT 4, VICA 4 
IAZ LUCIA Basketball 3, 0 ttes2 
OIMAS MARY FHA~ 4 
DU PAUL DOREE Tri C Top Teens 3,4, 
H,stor,a ESSA4: Sr Coun I 
RAN, ROBERTO E Mu Alpha Theta 4, 
Mu IC Club 4 Par VICA 3.4 Pres. 
E 
EARNEST, DAWN-Concert Choir 2,3, FFA 
2,3,4 
ECHAVARRIA, NORA JEAN-Drama 2. OECA 
3. ICT 4. Mus,c Club 4; St Council 2. Upward 
Bound 
ENRIOUEl, ANDERS-VICA 3 4 , Parl 
ENRIQUEZ. HORACIO- Mus,c Club 4 
E NRIOUEZ, JOSEF NA-Basl<etbah 3, FHA 3, 
Track 2,3,4 Volleyball 3,4 
Bu,ld111Q Trades 2,3,4 
A a Theta 
lub 3,4, Sc,. 
. Sense 4, 
ce 
F 
FINK, DALE-FFA 4 
FISHER ALBERT-Basketball Mgr 2.3,4; 
Track 2 
FITZPATRICK. DALLEE-FFA 2. FTA 4 
FLORES. ANTONIO-VICA 3,4 
FLORES, FLORINDA-St Council 2,3,4, Music 
Club 4, Tennis 2,3, UIL 2,3,4. VOE 4 Pres 
FLORES, MARIA ELENA-FHA 2,3,4, Pres, St 
Council 3 
FONSECA, ARTEMIO-Football 2,3,4, Track 
3,4 
FONSECA, JOE-Football Mgr 2,3,4, Track 
Mgr. 3,4 
G 
GALLARDO, RICARDO-Football 2,3; DECA 
3,4, Office Helper 4 
GALLEGOS, FLOR ESTELLA-FHA 3,4 
GALVAN, GLORIA-Track 3,4, Volleyball Mgr 
3.4 
GALVAN, RICARDO-EAR 3,4, Vice Pres ., Sec , 
ond Place Award for Speedsk,lls 
GARCIA, ALEIDA-VOE 4 
GARCIA, GUSTAVO-Office Helper 4, St Coun 
cl2 
GARCIA !MELDA-Bears Tale 3,4, Feature Ed., 
DECA 4, FHA 3, Vice Pres .; Osoenes 3,4, Sec. 
GARCIA. JOSE LUIS-Track 2,3,4 
GARCIA, JOSE LUIS-Band 2.3,4, Drum Ma1or; 
Bear Memories 4, Drama 2, St Council 2,3,4. 
Rep., Reporter, Leo Club 3,4. Reporter. Board 
Directors 
GARCIA, JUANITA-DECA 3, NHS 3; St Coun 
elf 2,3,4 , Sr Class . 
GARCIA, LUCY-Tennis 2. 
GARZA. MA LETICIA- Soph Class Favonte 
GARZA, MAR ELA-Bearen 3,4, Leh Guide; 
FHA 2, Pan Amer,can Club 2, Pres., St, Council 
2.3,4, UIL 2,3 
GONZALEZ. ALB 
ones 4 , Photogra 
pher; Science Clu 
GONZALEZ. BET 
4, St Council 2,3. 
Duplicat,on 4 
GUTIERREZ. , 
GUTIERREZ. DINA-DECA 3.4 
GUTIERREZ. SONIA-DEC 
ten Award Event; FHA 3. Par 
Council 3 
GUZMAN. MARIA L.-FHA 4 
GUZMAN. PABLO-F 
Drama 3, ICT 4 
HENSON, NA -






HERNANDEZ, OFELIA-DECA 2 4, FHA 3 
4; Sr 
K 
KLA MIER. JEAN-Football Honeybea( 
Bas ball Batgirl. Mu Al ha Theta 3,4. S c . 
1te 4, NHS 3,4, Sec .• Rotary Girl Jan • Stu-
t of the Month Sept., Ten . UIL 2,3, 
THLEEN-Bearettes Second 
St. Council 2,3; Who's 
I a A 3,4, 
Area Winner, Stat Candi• 
. of Area 4 
Club 4. VOE 3,4 
LE MA. MARCELINA Office Helper 4 
LERMA, MARIA GUADALUPE Office H 
LINAN. JUAN-F tba 2; VICA 3. 
LOPEZ. EST 
Sw rt, DE 
Delegate 
LQPEZ, RNANDO- Bears Tale 3.4, St Coun• 
CII 4 
ta e Alt Drama 4. 
Th ta 3 4 Treas 
S dent cl the 
MA INEZ A NOi D H 1 2,3,4; Stage Band 
RTINEZ HIGINIO-Football 2,3; DECA 4 
MARTINEZ JUAN G -Football-:?, rs Tale 4, 
a 3.4, Mu Alpha Theta 3.4. Qu,11 & roll 4, 
otary Boy Feb., One Act Play 3,4. St Cou c1I 4, 
UIL 2.3.4; Swimming & D,v,ng 3,4. Third 1 
D, ., Mr ,rit 4 
MARTINEZ, MARY D J.~Concert Ch01r 3.4, 
FHA 4, FTA ~ Office Helper 3; St Council 4 




MARVIN. OY ~ FHA 3. 
MATA.GORGE- .DfCA .$,4 Reporter 
MAYES. BRI A-VOE 3.4 
MENDIOLA. NORA-St C 
munteat,on 
ME.NDOZA. RAFAEL- Football 2.3, Bear O· 
nes 3,4 Photograp..,er, Music Club 4. St. Coun 
c,I 3,4; rack 2 Swimm, 3 .4 
M 
MOLINA, JAVIER-Bear Memories 3.4 
MONTA{'IEZ. 
VICA4 
I GO- Football 2.3. FHA 3; 
LOPEZ. REGORIA- Off,ce H lper . 
LOPEZ, JA Mf - VICA 3.4. Sgt. at Ar 
MORALES. ARTURO-Bears Tale 3.4. Photog, 
------~rapher; Tennis 2, 
LOPlZ. MARIBfl -FTA 3.4, Reporter & v,ce-
ncd 2,4. Comm. Chairman; T 
City Top Teens ,4, ,ce Pres 
LOPEZ. MARIO ennis 3, VICA 3,4, Reporter 
LORENZO, SYLVIA - Library Club 2; Mu Alpha 
Theta 4; St Coone ,, 4, UIL 2.3.4 
LOZANO, BLANCA-FHA 3,4 
LOZA 
MOR NO, l llO -
tbaQ Sweetnean 
MQRIDN, PEGGY ~NHS 
State Alt 
11 2,3,4. G,,1 Ba 
MUNOZ, CRISILDA-Osoenes 
4 
MURILLO. LI Band 
RAY IMBERLY IRIS-Con rt 
4, 
OLIVAREZ. JOSE MANUE 
OLIVAREZ. JU A 
Helpe 4 
011,ce 
l Z Bard 2,3,4, 
(;.., " J. 4 Dra,.,.,a 3, Mu 
Exec. Board, Pan American Club 4. 
4 
NANCY-Ba 
ear Memor es. 3,4, 
4, 
. Rotary G1r1 M ,.1 
QI IZ. JORGE-Track 2,4 
OXFORD, PHILIP-Football 2 .. , FFA 3.4. Key 
Club3,4 
PALOMIN. ISID 
Music Club 4, T 
Favonte; Rotary 
· UIL3.4, Wh 
PFREZ 
4 
PEREZ, ElE NA-FHA 3.4 
REZ. JOSE A.-Football 2.3, Bear Memories 
Photographer 3,4, Quill & Scroll 3,4; St. Council 
4. Span,sh Club 4 , Favorite, Swimming Team 4 
PEREZ, MARY JANE-DECA 3,4, Vice Pres.; 
Music Club 4; NHS 3. Osoenes 4; St. Council 2. 
PEREZ. TOMASITA-Tn-C,ty Top Teens 2 
PRADO. FIDENCIO-ICT 4; VICA 3.4 
UNEDA, PATRICIA-Band 2. Bear M mo 
nes 4, Concert Choir. Outstanding, St 
4. s.,e eClub2. 
GAA 
- DECA3 
PURDUE, MELI SSA- Cheerleader"Z. 4 Head, 
St Coone,, 2,3,4. hos Who Science Club 3, 
Homecoming Queen First Runner Up; Sr. Class 
Favorite Norn .. Belle NO<TI 
0 Spcrts 
Ed., Mu A Sc,011 4 
St. Council 
RAMIREZ, JOSE LUIS-OflKe Helper 3. 1/ICA 
3 
RAMIREZ TOMAS-Football 2 
RAMOS, MIKE- Football 2: DECA 3,4 
RAMOS. NORMA ALICIA-VOE Lab 4 
RAMOS. ROGELIO-Football 2. DECA 3,4 
REBOLLAR. RUTH-Bears Tale 4, FTA 2. 
RENDON, EPIFANIO-Concert Choir 3.4, DECA 













Adame, Nonna L. 
SALAZAR, NORMA-Bearenes 3.4, St Council 
2 
SALAZAR, ROSA-Gtrl's State Oeleg 
Counc I 3,4, Com Chairman. Jr Cla 
Sr Class Voce Pres . 
SALDANA, BRENDA-Band 2,3.4. Sec. Solo & 
Ensemble Medals; Music Club 4, St Council 4, 




Lieut , Second Capt., 














SOTO. DAGOBERTO-Football 2 · Baseball 
2,3,4, Second Team All Dist 
STYLE. ROBER.,.-Football 2,3. Baseball 2, 
Capt, FFA 2,3,4, Sentonel, Key Club 3,4. JETS 
3,4 
SUAREZ. CAROL -Bearettes 2,3,4, Right 
Guide, Second Lieut 
SUAREZ. ENRIOUE-DECA 4; Track 2 
SUAREZ. SYLVIA-NHS 4, Office Helper 3,4, 
Rotary Gori Sept , Student of the Month Feb .• 
VOE 4. Vice Pres .. Who's Who. 
SUSTAITA. ANGELINA-Basketball 3.4. Hon 
Mention, Drama 2, Track 2; Volleyball 2,3.4, 
Capt. All Dist 3.4, All Toumey 2,3 
T 
L-Band 2,3.4. Concert Choor 
















Club 4, Treas. ESAA 
Spirot 4 
VE.CCHIO, CYNTHIA Be ene$ 3, Cheer! der 
4, St. Counc1l 2.4, Easter Seats Chaorman. Ex 
Board 
VELA. LAURENCIO-Band 2,3,4. Ensemble, 
Stage Band 2 
VILLANUEVA, OLGA-Band 2, Bear Memories 
3,4, FHA 4 
VILLARREAL. CARLOS-Mu Alpha Theta 4; 
Music Club4 
VILLARREAL, DAVID-DECA 4, Pres 
VILLARREAL. MARY-VOE 4 
VILLARREAL, SYLVIA-Basketball 4, Bear 
Memories 3.4, Business Manager 4; Mu Alpha 
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De La Ro 
De La Ro 
De La Ro 
De La Ro 
De La Ro 
Dela R 
Dela R 
De La Ro 
De La Rosa 
De La Rosa 
De L"°". Ana 












De Leon. Jackie 
De Leon . Jav,er 
De Leon. Nancy 
De Leon, Mana 
De Leon, Natalia 
De Leon, Oscar 
De Leon, Roben 
De Leon, Rogelio 
De Leon, Roh 
De Leon. Ro~atva 
De Leon, Santos 
De Leon, Veronica 
De Leon, V1ct0< 
Delgado, Mary 
Delgado. Olga 
De Los Rios. Annda 
De Los Angeles, Salv dor 
Del Toro, Noe 
Del Luna, Sabas 







































































21 119, 158 171 






[lozalde. E ena 
[ 1 ozalde, Ja me 54 
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For God so loved 
the world, that he gave 
his only begotten Son, 
that whosoever believeth 
in him should not perish, 
but have everlasting life. 
St. John 3: 16 
c/1-1- the la.1-t page1- of thi1- ac!.C!Ompli1-hed feat begin to tu1tn away, we mu1-t 1-ay in uho1-f-u-ct 
that theu a1te many wod1- of p1tai1-e which haue been fe(t un1-aid. <we would fike to exp1te1-1- ou't 
1-inceu 91tatitud.e. to aff tho1-e who coope1tated with OU't 1-taff 
CJhe 1-ehoof admini1-t'tation de1-e1tue1- a 1-f-u-ciaf 1t0und of appfau1-e fo1t thei1t a1-1-i1-tance. CJea.a.h-
eu and coun1-efo1t1- me1tit thank1- fo1t thei1t coope1tation1 a1- weff. <we would fike to extend ou't 
kpe1-t 91tatitud.e. to the 1-tudent uofunfreH who helped in OU't time of need. CJwo of the ouhtand-
ing 1-tud.e.nt1- would haue to be Soco't'tO <7/Lfla who wwfr the theme and dli(anuef E1-eamd£a who 
wwte mo1-t of the 1-fao1tt1- copy. 
c/1-t fa1-t1 we come to 1-0meone who i1- ue1ty dea1t to u1-1 dll(u. dll(a'lf}ie dli(a.Ca.1tthy. <we would 
fike to thank he't and he't hu1-band, dli(Lchaef dll(a.Ca.1tthy1 fo1t bea1ting with u1- fo1t two long yeau. 
So a1- we a.fo1-e thi1- book, we IJ.id dli(1t1-. dll(a.Ca.1tthy fauweff and ou't ue1ty deepe1-t and 1-inceu 
thank1-. 
d1I( ua.ha1- §'taC!.ia1-, 
dli(a'ti J}i.zanaga 
c:Nancy c!Jundain 
1977-78 dli(emo1tie1- Co-EditoH 
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